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Impedance Matching Feed Network to Improve Microstrip 

Antenna Manufacturability 

by 

Ronald S. Lewis 

Abstract 

Experimental investigation of frequency bandwidth dependence on geometrical char

acteristics of microstrip patch antennas (MPAs) has shown that variations in im

pedance are a dominant bandwidth limiting factor. Other functional techniques to 

increase MPA bandwidth exist such as increasing the thickness of the substrate or de

creasing the substrate permittivity, but there are obvious tradeoffs to these methods 

including cost, increased mass and spatial footprint. In this work, there is a suppo

sition regarding the restriction of basic design elements including choice of substrate 

materials, thereby limiting the discussion to the first method in order to attack the 

MPA narrow bandwidth problem in the context of manufacturability. 

These MPAs suffer from variations in material electrical properties as well as in

accuracies and variations of machining during fabrication which result in a shifting 

of the resonant frequency of the patch antenna. The narrowband nature of MPAs 

may result in a completely non-radiating build of hardware due to this real variability 

during the manufacturing process. Low cost printed circuit board (PCB) fallout for 

digital interconnect is not significant; however, variations in material have very sig-



nificant impacts on MPA performance. Thus with the advent of wireless commercial 

electronics, methods to add robustness to RF designs are of increasing importance. 

A rigorous process of computer simulation is applied to examine geometric ma

nipulation of MPAs and how the introduction of two coplanar design element, ca

pacitively gap coupled parasitic elements and an impedance matching network feed 

line, can improve and increase MPA bandwidth sufficiently to overcome small errors 

encountered in the MPA fabrication process. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Beginnings 

The seminal work on the microstrip patch antenna (MPA) concept is attributed to 

G. Deschamps and W. Sichak, "Microstrip Microwave Antennas" and first appeared 

at the Third Symposium on the United States Air Force Antenna Research and De

velopment Program in 1953 [1]. However, it was only declassified a decade later and 

was not available for public consumption until 1965. Two years after the original 

presentation of the Deschamps-Sichak work, a patent was filed by H. Gutton and G. 

Baissinot. French Patent number 703113 is concerned with developing a flat aerial 

for ultra high frequencies [2]. Ultra high frequencies (UHF) are in the range of 300 

Megahertz (MHz) to 3 Gigahertz (GHz) and have wavelengths roughly measuring 

anywhere from 10 em to 1m in free space. 
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It was not until the early 1970's that the first actual MPA fabrications appear in 

recognized literature. In 1972, Howell [3] first reported a design and fabrication of 

several L-band (1-2 GHz) and C-hand (4-8 GHz) linearly polarized MPAs. Howell 

observed that narrow bandwidth results from the large impedance transformation 

to match the antenna. As well, techniques to alter the polarization to purify its 

circularity are offered and details concerning the introduction of a second resonant 

frequency are given. A follow up work of Howell delves into the topic of circular 

polarization in greater detail and a general MPA design protocol is established [4]. 

During this time, Munson describes an MPA like system integrated into a cylindrical 

rocket fuselage [5]. The use of microstrip technology is driven in this instance by the 

physical design specifications of the application. The author identifies the need for 

a 'paper thin' antenna which can conform to a rocket without disturbing air flow or 

intruding into the rocket and causing mechanical interference. He highlights not only 

the beneficial physical aspects of microstrip technology for this particular application, 

but also its relative cost effectiveness. In his conclusion, Munson goes so far as to 

suggest that, "It may be entirely possible to cover the entire outer surface of a missile 

or aircraft with [a microstrip] antenna without large cost or weight penalties." Authors 

elsewhere in the literature agree with this opinion citing the need for conformal missile 

and spacecraft antennas as the impetus of a grander scale of MPA research work in 

the 70's as opposed to the wider selection of available microstrip substrates [6], [7]. 

Since the aforementioned original works, MPA technology has blossomed into a 
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vibrant area of research over the course of the last several decades. In 1979, at New 

Mexico State University the first workshop on MPAs was held. The Workshop on 

Printed Circuit Antenna Technology resulted in a dedicated special issue of IEEE 

Transactions on Antennas and Propagation in January, 1981 [8]. That publication 

contained almost 30 articles directly involving MPA technology and stimulated re

search for a generation. Since then, there have been hundreds of research articles ap

pearing in reputable publications and several texts written specifically on the subject. 

This is partly due to advances in printed circuit substrates. The nature of microstrip 

line technology versus stripline technology is that there is significant energy loss due 

to radiation because of the former's open structure. A stripline is a microstrip line 

embedded in a substrate instead of etched on the surface of the substrate. When 

MPAs were first proposed, dielectric substrates generally had low-permittivity which 

further contributed to energy losses. Technology has since improved and evolved to 

make available substrates that have higher permittivity and low-loss thereby reducing 

energy losses and increasing the effectiveness and utility of MPAs [9]. 

In addition to the beneficial physical traits of MPAs, low fabrication costs, and si

multaneously fabricated feed lines and matching networks result in antennas which are 

amenable to mass production. Features such as differing polarizations (particularly 

circular achieved with a single feed line), introducing dual-frequencies and integration 

with microwave integrated circuits are all relatively easy to fabricate with MPA tech

nology. This manifestation of antenna technology lends itself to certain applications. 
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The previously mentioned qualities are attractive to aerospace and satellite engineer

ing applications as well as mobile communications for modern personal computer 

systems. 

A particular problem of interest is that of communications on an Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAV). Typically, these vehicles depend on lightweight communication and 

sensor systems. As well, there are bandwidth conservation issues in the sense a UAV 

be outfitted with multiple devices which transmit and receive RF signals. Hence MPA 

physical qualities and multi channel operation ability make this technology attractive 

for UAV applications. Although not explicitly stated, the successful integration of 

MPA technology on UAV is also a motivation for this work. The academic problem 

of the thesis is framed in the context of increasing frequency bandwidth sufficiently 

at a given frequency to overcome material variability as part of a large scale MPA 

fabrication process with high volume. 

1.2 Scope 

In this work, the design and testing of a technique to overcome the classical narrow 

bandwidth problem for an MPA with an operating resonant frequency of 900 MHz is 

described. The experiment will focus on modifying the frequency bandwidth in such a 

way as to successfully account for slight variations in the resonant frequency resulting 

from significant, but industry reasonable inaccuracies involved in MPA fabrication 

processing such as at Memorial University of Newfoundland's Technical Services. 
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These inaccuracies are common to all printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing 

processes. 

Many different approaches exist to tackle this problem; however, the goal of the 

author was to do so in a cost-effective manner using solely the common low cost 

materials and standard fabrication processes available. Modifying the MPA physically 

by adding active hardware devices or by using different dielectric substrates is not 

considered as an option in the discussion contained herein. 

The second chapter is a general introduction to the language and terminology 

of antennas. It includes an overview of antenna function and types. Much of the 

discussion in this chapter is centred around general antenna parameters and their 

usage in evaluating antenna performance. Many of the essential antenna parameters 

are defined and explained. 

The third chapter is the literature review for the thesis. It provides a general back

ground to MPA antennas for a non-specialist. The MPA structure is divided into two 

substructures: the radiating patch and the microstrip feed line. Both substructures 

are examined in some detail. Relevant results from the literature will be considered as 

they relate in this context and be discussed thusly. These sections survey the journal 

publications related to the experiment and are a commentary on the state of research. 

Chapter four is concerned with the narrow bandwidth problem and characterizes 

the problem studied in this thesis. Several MPA modelling methods are explained. 

The fifth, sixth and seventh chapters focus on the design of an optimal 900 MHz 
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antenna element that can overcome reasonable fabrication variations in order to func-

tion according to specification. In the fifth chapter, the control for the experiment, a 

rectangular MPA model with simple coplanar microstrip feed line is designed using 

current analytic methods available in the literature. A high accuracy finite element 

(method of moments) computer simulation is used for model analysis and evaluation 

of certain antenna parameters for comparison to experimental measurements. The 

sixth chapter describes the insertion of the first of two additional coplanar design 

elements into the existing control MP A model. A set of gap coupled strips are added 

to the design along the non-radiating edges of the control MPA for tuning purposes. 

The design approach is detailed and then treated by a course of computer simula

tion. The last of the design chapters, chapter seven, describes the analytic derivation 

of an impedance matching feed network as prescribed by Pues and Van de Capelle 

[10]. Computer simulation to adjust the model is employed in order to optimize the 

antenna performance parameters of interest. 

The role of simulation in the sixth and seventh chapters differs significantly from 

chapter five. In chapter five, computer simulation is employed purely as an assessment 

tool for the purposes of evaluating certain antenna parameters of interest for the 

control model. In the subsequent two chapters, simulation is a design as well as an 

assessment tool. The simulation reconfigures the models of chapters six and seven to 

optimize specific antenna parameters according to specification. 

Chapter eight describes the experimental test measurement results and compares 
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the actual measurements with the computer simulation. The parameters compared 

for this work are the radiation pattern and reflection coefficient in the form of return 

loss and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). A measure of the radiation patterns of 

the fabricated patch antennas signifies a base level of functionality for the MPAs. It is 

possible to ascertain if the fabricated MPAs exhibit the general radiation characteris

tics of MPAs and more importantly if the fabricated MPAs perform adequately in the 

range of the desired resonant frequency of 900 MHz. MPAs normally have bandwidth 

on the order of a percent or less. Improvement in this bandwidth to at least a level 

of several percent is a desired outcome of this work The return loss measurements 

are the true measure of the MPAs ability to function according to specification and 

a gauge of the success of this work. 

The conclusion is contained in the ninth and final chapter of this work. It includes 

a summary of the experimental measurement results and a series of recommendations 

that pertain to extensions of this work. The novel concepts found in the thesis are 

stated and future research problems stemming from this topic are offered. 

There are several appendices in the thesis. They include simulation data, actual 

measurement data and the code for several MATLAB programs used in the course of 

this work. 
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Chapter 2 

Antennas and General Parameters 

This chapter includes definitions and explanations of the terminology used in this 

thesis. The non-specialist can appreciate this casual introduction to antennas. A 

more rigorous exposition of the subject is available in C. Balanis' fundamental text 

[11] or W. Stutzman and G. Thiele's book [12]. 

2.1 Antennas and their types 

An antenna is a conductive mechanism that converts electromagnetic waves on a 

transmission line to electromagnetic waves propagating in free space. The IEEE 

Standard Definitions of Terms for Antenna [13] formally defines an antenna as, "that 

part of a transmitting or receiving system which is designed to radiate or to receive 

electromagnetic waves." Figure 2-1 depicts the basic structure of an electrical sys

tem utilizing antennas to transmit electromagnetic waves (a signal). This radiation 
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t~p~ Recelving .!..-------' 
antenna 

Figure 2-1: Basic antenna operation between a transmitting and receiving device. 

of electromagnetic waves originates from charge acceleration on the transmitting an-

tenna resulting from an oscillating current, a constant current moving along a curved 

medium, or a current encountering a truncation, a load or some type of discontinu-

ity. The resulting radiated energy will excite surface currents on a receiving antenna 

which can then be converted into a useable signal by a specified electronic device. In 

addition to the aforementioned capacity of energy transmission, antennas are often 

required to focus radiated energy in a particular direction. They can be designed 

to accentuate radiation toward certain spatial areas of interest and suppress it in 

other areas (see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5). This feature can be attractive to certain 

applications such as satellite communications and satellite television receivers. 

There are multiple antenna configurations currently in use. Pozar [14] groups 

them into several categories: 

• Wire antennas include dipoles, monopoles, loops, sleeve dipoles, Yagi-Uda ar-

rays and related structures. Such antennas generally have low gains and are 

often used at lower frequencies HF to UHF (3 MHz to 3 GHz). The advantages 

of this type of antenna are that they are typically light-weight, low cost and of 
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simple design. 

• Aperture antennas include open-ended waveguides, rectangular or circular horns, 

reflectors and lenses. Common applications for aperture type antennas utilize 

microwave and millimetre wave frequencies. These antennas usually have high 

gains. 

• Printed antennas include printed slots, printed dipoles, printed monopoles and 

microstrip patch antennas. These antennas can be made with photolithographic 

methods, with both radiating elements and associated feed circuitry fabricated 

on dielectric substrates. Printed antennas are often used at microwave and 

millimetre wave frequencies, and can be arrayed for high gain. 

• Array antennas consist of regular arrangements of antenna elements with a feed 

network. Pattern characteristics such as beam steering angle and side lobe 

levels can be controlled by adjusting amplitude and phase distributions of the 

individual array elements. 

2.2 Parameters 

Antenna parameters are used quite often to describe an antenna and quantify its 

performance. It is essential to have a regimental method for describing antenna 

parameters so that practitioners can be assured they are speaking the same language 

when it comes to antenna theory and design. Some important parameters will be 
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Figure 2-2: The standard reference axis used to describe antenna parameters. A 
point is described in terms of rectangular (x, y, z) or spherical (0, cp, r) coordinates. 

discussed. Before engaging this topic further, recall the antenna coordinate system 

as seen in Figure 2-2. Both rectangular and spherical coordinates are commonly used 

to describe an antenna's parameters. 

2.2.1 Radiation pattern 

A radiation pattern or antenna pattern is the spatial distribution of a quantity which 

characterizes the electromagnetic field generated by an antenna [13]. It is expressed 

as a function of the elevation angle, 0, the azimuth angle, cp, and the radial distance, 

r, from the centre of the antenna. Radiation patterns are typically measured in the 

Fraunhofer or far-field region. It is in this region that the distance from the antenna 

can be overlooked and the field pattern is reduced to a function of 0 and cp, that is, 
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the region of the field of an antenna where the angular field distribution is essentially 

independent of the distance from a specified point in the antenna region [13]. Let D 

represent the largest dimension of the antenna. To be valid, D must also be large 

compared to the signal wavelength ( D > A). For example, on a circular parabolic 

dish it would be the diameter and on a rectangular microstrip patch it would be the 

length. Then the far-field region, R, is defined mathematically to be 

(2.1) 

when Dis large compared to A [11]. 

It is necessary to be clear when discussing specific radiation patterns of an an-

tenna. Sometimes it is the power pattern which is the radiated parameter of interest, 

but it can also be the electric or magnetic fields which are the patterns of signifi-

cance (referred to as amplitude field patterns). The electric field is an indicator for 

directivity for example. Radiation properties have come to include several concepts 

such as: power flux density, radiation intensity, field strength, directivity, phase and 

polarization. 

For a simple illustration of some antenna radiation patterns, consider basic pat-

terns for a Hertzian or infinitesimal dipole in Figure 2-3. Note that a Hertzian dipole 

is a dipole antenna which is sufficiently small compared to its transmission wavelength 

(l « -\) such that it can be treated as a point for analysis purposes. In three dimen-

sions, the power pattern for the Hertzian dipole is realized as a torus with no hole, but 
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Figure 2--3: Radiated pov•cr pat.tcms for a Hcrl.zian dipoiA in the Cl('vation phlne (0-
plane) and in the azimuthal plane (4> - plane). 

rather a point for its centre. Antennas with the quality of having a constant pattern 

in Lhc nzinmtha.l dir('('tiOn, like tho Hertzian dipole, are c&led omnidirectional. 

The radiation pattern for an antenna or army of antennas is not always goomct-

ric:ally symmetric or uniform. In ftlct, diroctiOntllity is (lften a design requirement for 

m06t antennas. It will be shown that MPAs are directional because of their structure. 

Consider th(> given general illustrtUion of a radiation pttttern in Figure 2-4. Along 

they-axis is the main lobe and a long the x and 2. a.xcs arc minor or side lobes. I\ lost 

of t.ltc l\.l ti('lll tA'S euergy iS fotuSed thrO\Igh tl mttin lobe. Sometime; b~l(·k lobes exib't 

which are oriented in the opposite direction to that of the main lobe (although none 

a rc picLurod irl Figure 2-4). A lobe is n. port. ion oft h~ ffi( li&-tion paUAJm bounded by 

regions of relatively weak radiation intensity [llJ. The main or major lobe is then the 

nuJia.tion lobe oontaining the direction of maximum radiation 113). 
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Figure 2-4: Power pattern for directional antenna with main lobe along they-axis 
and four minor side lobes. 

2.2.2 Polarization 

Polarization is a fundamental parameter design consideration and an antenna term 

which requires further clarification. This term can be used as a descriptor for the 

antenna itself as well as for the type of radiation pattern emitted by the antenna. 

Technically, polarization of a wave refers to the polarization of the plane wave used 

to represent the radiated wave at a point lying in the far-field of the antenna and in 

a specified direction from the antenna. In short, it describes the tip of the E-field 

vector for a radiating antenna. Generally, this polarization pattern is elliptical but 

there are special cases where it is linear or circular. It is also possible to designate 

elliptical polarization as either right handed or left handed based on the curl in the 

E-field vector in the direction perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The 

polarization pattern of an antenna is the spatial distribution of the field vector excited 

by an antenna taken over its radiation sphere. See Figure 2-5 for example. 
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propagation 
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Figure 2-5: Examples of (a) Left-handed circular and (b) linear polarization patterns 
where the electric field vector is denoted by E .. 

Polarization may be used to isolate different forms of communication . Some de-

vices such as television typically utilize horizontally polarized signals, whereas satellite 

communication signals are circular due to the unknown orientations of the transmit-

ter and receiver. When referring to a specific antenna, it is not uncommon to make 

reference to the antenna's polarization. 

2.2.3 Radiation intensity 

It is necessary to consider the higher dimensional analogue to the radian. A steradian 

is the solid angle with vertex at the centre of a sphere radius r subtended by a surface 

area equal to r 2 • The element of the solid angle is denoted by dO. A geometric 

interpretation of a steradian can be found in Figure 2-6. 

Now, radiation intensity in a given direction is the power radiated from an antenna 

per unit solid angle [11], denoted by 
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Fi&1U'(l 2-5: Exampi4'H of (a) Left-lmnd<'() drru)ar and (t,) linf'Ar polarh-.ntion pnttcnl.C~ 
whf'n• t it<> electric fit>ld w«·tor is denot4'fl t,y £ .. 

Polnrization mn.y bt.• l.l8ed to i~olatc• dlfferent fonlL."' or communkuthm . Some dt'--

viorH fl ltd• as television typi(·nlly ulili1i' hc•ri;r.<n•Lally pollld(-toc-1 !=;ignalo;;, wlwn•~;~.S satPilite 

ter ~~~~~ n .. 'Ceiver. \VIu-n rrfcrring to n i'JX'< ific antenna, 1L L-, not unronmtou to makr 

2.2.3 Radiation intensity 

It i~ n~ to rort-.ider the higtwr clhu.-nsional auflic'f1tue- to the ratliru1 A steradi8JI 

fU"('fl ('(ltUll to ,.2, Thf' t•lcment or tho !K>lid anglf• is cll'IIOtcd by dO. A gcometl'i<' 

int.('f']ln·tation of a folt{'tNiia.n C"Ail ~found in Figuft" 2-G. 

Nc,.·, radiation inu·r~Jty in a g;i\'t'll din"t·tioo is tht> pt"m,·r nwl.iated from an Antenna 

J)l'r unit ~K>Iid augln (II}, denoted by 
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Figure 2-6: Geometric representation for steradian ( sr). 

where 

- 1 - -P a = 2 Re{ E x H*} 

is the time averaged Poynting vector. The Poynting vector given by f5 = E x fi, is the 

instantaneous power density measured in W / m2 • For an isotropic source, that is a 

lossless antenna which radiates power equally in all directions, the radiation intensity 

is constant and given by 

where 

TT - Pr uo--
47r 

is the average radiated power of the antenna and dS is the spherical surface element 

of a spherical surface surrounding the antenna. 
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2.2.4 Directivity 

Directivity is the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna 

to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions and given by 

u 
D(B,¢) = Uo. 

Note that directivity is a dimensionless quantity and in some cases is considered 

in the direction of its maximum value [11]. It is possible to consider directivity 

as a standardized measure of how much more intensely an antenna radiates in a 

direction compared to an isotropic radiator transmitting with the same total amount 

of power. In practice, the antenna should be of significantly larger size compared to its 

wavelength in order to achieve directivity appreciably more than unity. For instance, 

phased arrays or full-wave antennas have been used to get such results. However, in 

the case of some single element antennas such as dipoles problems can arise because 

as the length of the dipole increases beyond one wavelength, the number of lobes 

increases [11]. Although this may result in greater directivity in the direction of 

maximum radiation, it introduces nulls in the radiation pattern and can detrimentally 

impact main lobe beamwidth. 
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2.2.5 Gain 

Gain is closely related to directivity. It is possible to define an antenna's radiation 

efficiency, En by the ratio of the total power radiated by an antenna to the net power 

accepted by the antenna from the connected transmitter [13]. That is 

where P1N is the power delivered to the antenna itself (ignoring any transmission 

line ohmic losses). A mathematical definition of gain can be expressed in terms of 

directivity 

Intuitively, the higher the antenna gain then the higher the energy output of an 

antenna in a given direction. If an antenna has high gain in a particular direction, 

then it focuses much of its energy in that direction. Technically, gain is the ratio of 

the radiation intensity, in a given direction, to the radiation intensity that would be 

obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically [13]. Gain 

is commonly expressed in dB by 

G(dB) = 10log(G). 
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Transmitting 

antenna 

Figure 2-7: Antenna in transmit mode connected to a source. 

2.2.6 Input impedance 

The impedance presented by an antenna at its terminals is known as the input im-

pedance [13]. The input impedance, Zin, relates to the ability of an antenna to accept 

power from a source as in Figure 2-7. 

Impedance is a complex quantity and defined by 

where Rin is the antenna resistance at the terminals (ohms) and X in is the antenna 

reactance at the terminals (ohms). The real resistive part of Zin can be further 

subdivided into two components 

where Rr is the radiation resistance given by 2Pr/III 2 for a feed current of I, and RL is 

loss due to conduction or dielectric effects (i.e. heat dissipation). Input impedance is 
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Transmitter A111enna 

Figure 2-8: Basic circuit model for an antenna. 

almost always treated as a function of frequency [11]. There are only a limited number 

of cases where analytical methods have been used to determine an antenna's input 

impedance; most require experimental analysis to determine the input impedance. 

2.2. 7 Reflection coefficient and associated parameters 

It is possible to consider an antenna using a simple circuit representation depicted in 

Figure 2-8. 

The characteristic impedance, Z0 = R0 + jX0 , is the impedance attributed to the 

transmission source and feed line. Ideally, for maximum power transmission there 

needs to be a matching of the characteristic and input impedances. Indeed, conjugate 

matching is required for this to occur, i.e. Z0 = Zin· In most cases when there is not 

an ideal match, power is reflected back toward the transmitter. A measure of this 

reflected energy is known as the reflective coefficient and calculated as a ratio of the 

difference to the sum of the input impedance of the antenna and the characteristic 
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impedance of the feed line 

r = Zin- Zo. 
Zin + Zo 

The return loss of the antenna, in decibels (dB), is a parameter which gives a good 

indication of the power that is actually transmitted (or lost) by the antenna and is 

not reflected back to the transmitter. Loss in this case is a good thing. The return 

loss of an antenna is defined as 

RL(dB) = 20log lfl. 

A small r indicates a small return loss, i.e. not too much reflection. 

Another parameter which is a good indicator of the impedance matching or mis-

matching is the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR). If not all power is through-

put and there are reflections then standing waves are created. The VSWR can be 

expressed as a function of the reflection coefficient 

VSWR = 1 + lfl. 
1-lfl 

It can also be expressed as a ratio of the maximum voltage amplitude to the min-

imum voltage amplitude. In practice, 1 :S: V SW R :S: oo with a perfectly matched 

antenna having a V SW R = 1; however, a V SW R of 2 is sufficient for most applica-

tions and this corresponds to a return loss of approximately -9.54 dB. This represents 

approximately an 89% power throughput for the antenna. This value constitutes an 
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acceptable operational specification which will be used in the thesis. Return loss per-

formance above the -9.54 dB level will be judged to be unsatisfactory for operation. 

2.2.8 Bandwidth and Q-factor 

Bandwidth refers to the range of frequencies within which the performance of the 

antenna, with respect to some characteristics will conform to a specified standard [13]. 

Quantifying the frequency bandwidth for an antenna depends on the nature of that 

antenna. If an antenna is broadband, then its bandwidth is referred to as a ratio of 

its higher acceptable operating frequency to its acceptable lower operating frequency. 

In the case of a narrowband antenna, the bandwidth is expressed as a percentage. It 

is calculated by the difference in higher and lower operating frequencies divided by 

the antenna's resonant frequency within that band, 

B = l::,.f 
fr . (2.2) 

The resonant frequency, fr, of an antenna is defined as a frequency at which the 

input impedance of an antenna is nonreactive [13] and l::,.f = h - fi is the range 

in frequencies for which a certain return loss level is achieved. Usually, the value 

of bandwidth is specified at a given value of return loss or VSWR. For example, a 

certain antenna may have a 1% bandwidth at -10 dB. 

The quality factor or Q-factor, is another parameter of interest used to describe 

antennas performance. It is representative of an antenna's losses [11]. A larger Q-
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factor is indicative of narrower bandwidth and lower efficiency. In its general form it 

is defined by 

where 

1 1 1 1 1 
-=-+-+-+
Qt Qrad Qc Qd Qsw 

Qt is the total quality factor, 

Qrad is the quality factor due to radiation (space wave) losses, 

Q c is the quality factor due to conduction (ohmic) losses, 

Qd is the quality factor due to dielectric losses, 

Qsw is the quality factor due to surface waves. 

In practice, the quality factor is determined from actual experimental measurements. 

The analytical derivation of this value can be tedious [15]. However, there are simpler 

definitions in order to compute Qt as mentioned in [6] and [11]. Formulae used to 

calculate Qt are 

and a slightly refined 

Q 
fr 

t = ff3- fa: 

VSWR-1 

QtvVSWR 

(2.3) 

which takes into account impedance matching at the input terminals of the antenna. 

Similar to equation (2.2), the parameter Qt is defined in terms of some frequency 
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band .6.f = j 13 - fa:· In this situation, .6.f is taken as the band over which the power 

reflected is not more than one-fifth ("-' -7 dB) of that absorbed at resonance when 

matched to the feed line [6]. The definition of Qt given by equation (2.3) will be 

employed in this work. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review 

3.1 General 

A basic MPA, in a physical sense, is simply a printed circuit board (PCB). What 

makes a printed circuit into an actual MPA is its ability to radiate energy in a manner 

suitable to an antenna engineer and the end user. All printed circuits emit energy, 

but when this energy is being utilized for electronic signal transmission the PCB can 

be qualified as an MPA. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

defines an MPA as an antenna which consists of a thin metallic conductor bonded 

to a thin grounded dielectric substrate [13]. The radiation behaviour of an MPA is 

unstable and it is highly sensitive to changes in the dielectric substrate, the patch 

element and the feed line. Depicted in Figure 3-1 is an illustration of an MPA in its 

basic form. 
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Figure 3- J: Cf·1wral construction <•f a rcctangu)IU· MPA with oophuuv- microstrip 
f.OOiine. 

Pro~ in n·~arc-.h has J'<'liullt'<l in rontempornry MPAs b.avifl.Sl: nolt\blf' variation 

in st.ru("lUf(', Tht> basic d~ign ('t11DPQf1(l'JltS do not du.u•gc- c.xcept ror thf' layering 

inverted ori1·ntntion in wl1iC'h Lht~ putch is Si('panu('(l £rom the (C«i by U. dic-l!'c-tric 

layer and l)H' 1)1\tC:h itself is 011 lllt' underside of tl1f' LOll most dic-l('("trk la.yt•r krlOwn 

11-> the Strip-Sk>t-Foam-lnvert«l f>fttd> IUllmna or SSFIP design. Emr>k>) ing multiple 

layer$ i.-; a comroou tochrti<IUt' whkh allo"A'S for rn1rltit>l~· ff('(}uency OJ>ffttious. ~(any 

resetudH"f'lil have cxamiru~d thL"l .su.~king tOChl)iflltt' in tlt•tailllG). 1111. 

For thP pUfJ>OeeS of this work, a Bingle l&)'t'r d~it:(ll tutd a.l:it.ai ic dic-lN"t ric b\lbiltrate 

lity, som•• slight variability iu it.s physical propf'rl iM is expected Oll<'t" tlw £abric..a.tion 

process iK <'II.S.V\gf~J. So in this t•outcxt, the MPA ('lUI be separsJ.(III;l into t"''O ftmdR.-
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ciate the interplay between these two elements in a finished design and their coupled 

contribution to an MPA's overall behaviour. IEEE formally states the feed line is a 

transmission line interconnecting an antenna and a transmitter or receiver or both 

[13]. However, references to the feed line element contained herein consider only the 

printed component of the transmission line, i.e., that portion of the antenna that is 

fabricated at the same time as the patch. A 50 ohm coaxial cable will connect the 

fabricated MPA to the transmitter and technically it is the coaxial cable and the 

printed feed line element which composes the true feed line as per IEEE standards. 

A list of the generally accepted strengths and weaknesses of MP A technology is 

found in Table 3.1. The list is not exhaustive, but captures the noteworthy charac

teristics of MPAs. This Table originates in [16]. The authors of that work also list 

conventional applications associated with MPA use in Table 3.2. MPA technology 

has been extensively developed since the writing of [16] in 1989. In particular, the 

problems of small bandwidth and polarization purity are very active areas of research 

as will be discussed shortly. Techniques to address the polarization purity by patch 

geometrical and topological manipulation and feed placement have been refined. As 

well, bandwidth has been increased using different feed methods and modifying patch 

configurations. 
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Advantages Disadvantages 
Thin profile Low efficiency 
Light weight Small bandwidth 
Simple to manufacture Extraneous radiation from feeds, junctions 

and surface waves 
Can be made conformal Tolerance problems 
Can be integrated with circuits High-performance arrays require complex 

feed systems 
Simple arrays readily created Polarization purity difficult to achieve 

Table 3.1: MPA characteristics 

Applications 
Communication and navigation 

Aircraft antennas Altimeters 
Blind-landing systems 
Stick-on sensors 

Missles and telemetry Proximity fuses 
Millimetre devices 

Missle guidance 
Seeker monopulse arrays 
Integral radome arrays 

Adapative arrays 
Multi-target acquisition 
Semiconductor integrated array 

Battlefield communications Flush mounted on vehicles 
and surveillance 

Domestic direct broadcast satellite receiver 
SATCOMS Vehicle-based array 

Switched-beam array 

Mobile radio 
Hand telephones and pagers 
Manpack systems 

Reflector feeds Beam switching 
Remote sensing Large lightweight apertures 
Biomedical Applications in microwave cancer therapy 

Covert antennas 
Intruder alarms 
Personal communication 

Table 3.2: General MPA applications 
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3.2 Patch element 

The antenna element, radiating element or patch resonator (these terms are used 

interchangeably) is typically a simple geometric pattern etched onto the surface of 

the dielectric substrate over a ground plane. In general, these patterns are simple 

shapes: rectangular, square, dipole, elliptical, circular or triangular. However, it is 

not uncommon to find instances of more complex geometries developed in order to 

deal with narrow bandwidth or to modify other MPA parameters. 

The rectangular and circular shaped patch resonators tend to be the most widely 

used in literature, the former probably being the most popular. The very early works 

of Munson [18] and Howell [3] utilize a rectangular patch. Munson applies both a 

tapered microstrip line feed network and a quarter-wave transformer parallel feed 

network, whereas, Howell's method differs significantly by using a relatively simple 

matched feed line. 

The likely attraction of the rectangular shape is that its basic geometry lent it

self to early attempts at modelling and serious theoretical investigation. In 1975, 

Derneryd [19] described the basic rectangular patch with a simple microstrip feed 

line configuration similar to Figure 3-1. He proposed an equivalent circuit network 

topology for bandwidth calculations and reported on limited experimental findings. 

Several years later in a subsequent work, he undertook a more extensive examina

tion of the rectangular patch antenna element [20]. Derneryd's study included the 

radiation patterns, input impedance, mutual conductance and directivity from an 
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analytical perspective. Shortly thereafter, Lo et al [21] proposed a theory based on 

cavity modelling and positively tested the theory against experimental results. This 

work with the cavity model has been acknowledged as the first theoretical solution 

to include the electromagnetics of the MPA [22]. It also included many canonical 

forms beyond rectangular including circular, elliptical, annular, triangular and wedge 

shaped. 

One of the running themes of MPA research is polarization purity. The novelty 

of MPAs is their ability to transmit or receive circularly polarized waves with only a 

simple single feed point and no need of an external polariser. Figure 3-2 includes some 

of the techniques that have been applied to rectangular patches in order to optimize 

circular polarization [22]. It has been shown that slight geometric manipulations 

and physical modifications result in improved circular polarization, alter resonant 

frequency and offer some control over other antenna parameters. 

Cutting corners as a method to improve circular polarization was first studied by 

Kerr [23] in 1978 and has since been explored by others including [24]-[26]. The works 

[24], [25], also study the effect of varying probe placement. Several other authors treat 

this subject in detail [27], [28]. 

It has been reported in [22] that the introduction of shorting posts to affect antenna 

parameters was inspired by the work of Kerr. Several papers appeared at the end of 

the 1970's and early 1980's dealing with this subject [29]-[31] and the topic has been 

covered very recently in [32]. 
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Figure 3 2: fivt" <;~:implr known methods to aff<'C'&. dr(·ul-.\r pollu-i:~ntiou of prolloP ftl<l 
rectangular ~)untors: (a.) nttting COntffS, (h) pruht• phw-.:'1ut·nt, (c:-) ..,horting posts, 
(d) :ok>tN-1 nud (f') ~I)Ur lin~. 

]22], •1>1•· •r<•l in 1977 in J23], ]33]. Tbis particular n~·thod bAA ll<'<'n quite popular 

in tht' lit.f'ntt uro flinC'<' its inception. Patch resonnlor !<!lot.t ing hn., l)(l('()mf' a. populru-

dN~ign 1 n.rtk Co 1unuipl1ll\t~ l\ II' A properties. l t itl t\ t't)lltinuiu.g t.hrme in }I.J PA research 

wltic-h l 1 ~iH lwc•n t4t.udi<'<l in various contexts. SloUt-'d rt"('ltut,gull\r l\ IPAs arc c.xrunincd 

in j31J, ]35] nnd an U·shaped slot is app~ed in J36J.I;jgJ. I ho rffret of slotting has 

ol"' bl•·n •xplnred in relation to circular J39], trian)lular JIOjiUul <l<'Uig<>nnlJ·11 i, J12J 

grow1d phUlf' "'lotting and its effect on polarization waK (•.xplurrcl for M"\'('ral regular 
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Fig""' 3-3: Compact Yagi-Udo MI'A nl1'ny. Notice the holf-ground plrutr Attd etched 
l'('fh'('l,or M.'gment on tlw umlf'»tidt• or t ht:' dirJr<tric subt:itrate. 

tll<l (>tU<11 ~l<Jnent, bas""'" it,.(M'<"II'<i in rectangular pllld,.... (J:>j ''"'' in trilu,gular 

TlmR rru·, Sl'V('h\1 btl..':iiC patch ghApf's luhrt• bt.>en discussed. S(•V(·t·nl Ol.h(•r interesting 

pOLI.('rus haw~ been analyzrd in t lu• litf'mture induding (Ln 11-~·dn\J>NI IY'SOJ\ntor I49J, 

l\11 u~hAp<'Cl antenna (aoj. an N~ymllW'trical c.louhle--"f ('OtiligurntiOU (!)IJ, and a MPA 

J>lltm goonlf'tries is limit""-'. ThliO '"•l•JWTI b)• the design ""rl< in 153] IL>ing gell<'tic 

nlg()ritlunK and mentionf•d hdrfly itt the survey YlOrk j54J. Figltn' 3-3 is n norHil.t\ttda.rd 

~IPA (.•onfigurmion whit·h ilh.l.';tmU'h tltr \'('>n;&tility of print,('(( IUit(\lliU\ d<•vclopmcnt 

u.ud thC' nbility to realize complex tlm'f' dimensional antenna.~ 1n plnnnr form. 

3.3 Feeding techniques 

Gt'll4't'Rlly, most of the works nH'utionOO in the previous tiet'tion t\rf' proh~ frd. That 

il'l, n. ~'OaxinJ cable is employt~ to c_~nnrct t.ho phtth to the trausmis..,iou dt•vice. There 

t\rf' only h f<'w distinct of wa,ys to f<'('(l tht• pu.tch with energy. s('\'(•ral will be discussed 
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here in some detail. Differing techniques have distinct advantages which range in ease 

of design fabrication and ease of modelling to significant reduction in coupling with 

the radiating element. 

3.3.1 Direct probe coupling 

The traditional feed method involves coaxial feed or probe coupling [7]. A recent and 

simple illustration of the coaxially fed MPA is described in [56] and can be seen in 

Figure 3-4. This method employs the centre conductor of a coaxial line to transfer 

the power directly to the patch while the outer conductor is connected to the ground 

plane. As has already been discussed, placement of the coaxial connection influences 

the impedance match and mode excitation. The ability to control impedance levels by 

manipulating feed placement is an attractive feature of this feed technique. However, 

one shortcoming of this type of feed is that the connection requires a solder joint. 

Hence an array with a large number of elements fed in this way will be rather tedious 

to fabricate and a high number of joints of this nature may compromise the integrity 

and reliability of the array. Also, probe coupling results in narrow bandwidth and 

can be difficult to model, specifically for thicker substrates [11]. 

Some authors have experimented with probe coupling by generalizing to a higher 

number of probes. In [57], an array of sequentially rotated feed positions is described 

to control the polarization purity. Dual banding using stacked multi probe fed ele

ments is examined in recent works [58], [59]. An 1-shaped direct probe has been used 
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f"~g~~re 3-1: 1"1)....00 ,;ew u( 8 1,.00.. or <O<IXiAI '"'"""'' ~IPA. Piotr th•t the cen
tre coodt.K1.(Jf is lmgtheu.<'d in the iltustraijon tn ~how ib ronnecthity to lh(> patch 
element.). 

Figure 3--5: Cn"lt!r+-sectioo o£ a ht\,.ic LrproOO £(>:d MPA. r\ot.~ that diffc.•wut dif'lectric 
b1.lbstra~eti u.ay make up tl)(' t•·o JVU'ft].lclla.,yt'~. 

3.3.2 Coplanar microstrip coupling 

Tl1e ooplan8J' mirnJfitrip feed lin<> il'i C"tdted upon til<• Mme side of tlw dif'l('("tric sub-

stral..c a long wll h t lw radiating •'lrn•f·u~ (see Figun• ;J,-0). It can lit• I )H)Ught of as 



Figure 3-6: Twiral coplanar mic-n .. crip reecllint'. 

ease of mn.nufu.cturability, hut clrnwbocks includ(' hn.udwidthjfeed r~VIinLion trade-offs 

and exdlJltiun of higher ord•·r modes whidl lf·;wt .. tiJ CI'QSSo-polariMtif•• /7). It can bfo 

print('d on a "'ubtitrtltP at tht' Mnl4' t imP a,.., tht" l\llt('tul.l:l P.lernffit n.nrl t}.,T('(orc has 

n higher rrlinhility over a dir('(' l, protH>, cspcda11y iu ln.l'gr an a.ys. Jlo""'~WI', a disad· 

'"antagc of 1hi .. t,nM' of feed ltii th1• nanount of OOIII)Img IM'tween tht' frocl linr and tht> 

patch. \1nn•,..w. this t}'])e' of (("f''l k1lds itself to 1~\l'n:Jl\\'t"'' be.od";.hh "nt('unas "·hkh 

may or mt'Y uot be desirahlt• in nil cases. 

CC"nt"rnlly, the mkTo!:itrip (('('(I line is the hw.:ir huilding bloc-..k of ~fPA fet>d.s, likC'Ly 

duP to t~ ~· of itS fAIMic3hon. \la.nipulation olllJ4 hM:iC" copiAMt fonn ha.~ been 

im-estigat!'d tlbing M"\ttal appro.•'\du.,.. hlSClling th(· ft't'C:I by notching ttu' patch has 

'""'" diRCuRRl'd in 171, [46) and nl<Kiirying the rC<'<I orieni nlion examin"l in 160)-[62). 

Se\'eral or 1111' latter authon; h•IW abo e>:plorcvl olt<-ring the gocmwC ry or the feed 

line by int.nxluriug open rin·uiU'tl stub6 3Dd UMM"Iifyilt~t segment wWhha 8b a IDP81l.'> 

to aff'N'L itu l>tXIance. ~lat.thinp; Lt'Chnique; lu\v1~ ht¥n ttmLiy~:ed c-xt4'nl'!ivt>ly iu nU\rly 

works including [10), [17), 152), 161(-16-1). 

Tile prt"\·i01R' tral'ls!onuahon. .. lo tlk'" coplanAr (,,."f) lin€" ~--ere puN'Iy &('()lnetrical. 

ln recent workl'l, M .. vcral J'('S('N'dwm ha\'e introdnc~l topological chAr'l(t'!l lo the feed 
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• 
Figure 3.7: Current modifkutiun." to rnkrot;trip feed.lint-s (a) «nb roupiOO T reed, 
(h) <H..-ted ground structun- (11-•le>n"l groo.md plaoo), aod (<) oom)lft<lmi<:rot;Lril> 
n'81,.Wit ceU structure. 

Jinf', that is, the feed line iM Jltlnrturod or disc:ominuitic-. M' inlrodu<ffi. ln !651 the 

n.uthors present A clnnl ft'("C.I <:np.ndt.ive or gap coupled roplluulr f("t'd linE>. While in 

tht' contemporary work!'! 1661. 1671, .,(X'Cial cases or photonk bnndg,tp Htru<.:tures are 

!'lludied Examples o( •lifft'fl'rtl AI'TtUlg('fOt'nts are shm;n. in Fi.gun• 3-7. 

3-3-3 Electromagnetic proximity coupling 

'f hfl ((1('<.1 technique of eloctromagnNi<' roupliug employs 1;1. ft'<'ll linr: smb etched into 

i\ .Mthstrfilr (w('r ground, but t~ ituni KI bC'Iow n subsl.rAI.\' to whkh n pntch eJcment is 

t'Lth('d_ An illm:;tration of thC' btu-tiC' design is in Figur<' ~S. lbi originl\l manifestation 

,.,.. dt'\'cloped in th~ ,..., ..... ul printed dipoles in ,6!11. I69J. l!t·n•6t.s or proxim-

bAndwidth while lh<' r<'t'<l lirw c·~m I)(' on a thinner substrat<' whic·h n'I:Jutu spurious 

mc:liAtion and coupling [7). A ltl1011p;h there are no solder joi1ll.~t lo hi' ll."-"if'mbled, there 
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Figure 3-8: l.nY"'red view of n p•·oxi.-njty coupiNl t-. IPA. The reedli ru~ iw printed on a 
ground•'( I ~ul.xo!trate layt•r • t h<-n• is no ground piau(' ou the uppC'r dirlf'<.'tric suOOt.rA.LO 
layN. 

t3Jt I>C' difficulties achiMring: tht• proper alignnwnL of tlw pa.teb owr th(' (f,.od lint" stub. 

Hcncc- fnbrit'flliou can be slight ly 1110rc challcnginK <·ou•parcd to thP l'li~t~plc coplanar 

StnUgbtfciC'\\-ard illustration., u( the proximity c-uupling IDE'thocL ... &a..illl: a straight 

segmr111. ff•ed line stub a.rf' foun1 I in (7), (70]-l72j. A Mplit, segrurrlt«l ~rui~dru.Jiar LYJX' 

line oall!'<l • •ynunetric du/\1-Mt uh is dcsign<'<l in (7:1). Examplffi nl >I ill) Illy differing 

oonfigunuious em~;"S J>ru>c.imity coupling lew!' be<o de>"loj>td \ doubl<--0 ll'td 

Iitle is lL'!Nl tu ('tmple with a U-t~lnttrd antenna. TlH· Jlftlch in thb in~tJUl("(' as printed 

on tlw undl•rsidc of thE." nppf·r ~ubstrate nn<ll.hfl ((•l'd line is Af•J)I\r1\trd hy on a ir gnp 

square ring ~lut n.ntenna.. Tho;(• \1U'io.tions on ttw J)roximity ooupl«'(l ('OI~Slruction ar•• 

depkt~'fl in Figure 3-9. 
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figun.t 3-9: Unconvcntion;ll proximit.y ('Ouplillg COJtfigumtiomt: (n) tlouhiC'-0 stub 
proxiwity feed U~slot pat<'h 1\ml (h) ttiu,glr layer proximity f('('!(l M:IIU'(' riug slot antenna. 
(Not..- that design (a) is R. .. it "1'5X'LU'8 and not separatoc-1 into ln)'tn; for illust.rati,,... 
Jlllll)()!;C!<.) 

3.3.4 Aperture coupling 

Ap<'rtUI'(' or slot ooupling dotwly l'l'M.'mblcs proximity roupliu.g. Tilt' difference be-

Lwt't'll the aperture-ro•tpl("<l find l i l t~ t•loctrmnognet itA..Ily C011plfld (pmxi1uity) •nic.·root.rip 

(f"'.•dM i.ts that the bottom phuw i~ iuv-·rtOO and au apertur<> nr tolnt i~ rul in the ground 

proximity coupled MPA fl~>sign. Typically a thin, high-dic•l•'<·tri<'-('OI~tant substrate 



FiJtlar<• 3·11: Ap<Ytun• oouplod ~II'A prol"l""'l hy Pozar in lfi'J2. 

is Ul;ed for the'\ rt'txlline and ll t lticker, IOW('I' dielectric i!Uhi!t.l'ntc is ernployf'(l beneath 

patch dimen..,if>ns inhibits (('('(I lin<' spurimL" rrw:Hation intr-rf't•n-,\ce "ith tht• antenna·., 

rNiia.t ioll patt('rn a.ucl polnriuUion purit~·· Tlte tt.JX>t1 urf• roupling 1f'(']UJique Wa<:i Hn;t, 

•ll•.lied in til<> na•l l!lbO's in (711- ,16,. In (nJ, l'uzar empl"'' a cimaiAr -~" .. well "' 

rut uncom~nt imu\l oonfigur1\t iou that haH thl' feed Line tttth."itl·ate per])('ndkular to tht~ 

pAida-apertuN' ~u11foltrate as "huwn in F~tn'" .}-II. 

The a_()(·r'tn«' coupling df'Al,KII has sim•t• h~\·u modifird ts.·•ing CI"'6S H1nttin,g and f~l 

line~ which &.l'f' lUll orie-nted orihogonal to tht•Hiut in SC\X'rnl "'orks indufliug I78H8II. 

p t•owutcnts mu~t· frolll modi(yiug the apcrtut(' Rhapc to A dog bone lti2lto iutroduc 

Slight nlOdifitA.timt~ or tiM' ({'('(I linfS hav(' hPt•n explof('(l 1L'4mg l.:npcdnnn· ntAtchlng 

nnd \Vilkinson IJQ\\'er di'"i<krto m I84J. DuN ft'<..ods of mon• intricate d(~ign and ap<'f· 



ture geometric manipulation has been a popular theme in MPA work since 2000. A 

dual-fed double layering of patches fed via apertures has been explored in [85], [86]. 

In these works the authors use H-shaped apertures and feed lines which terminate in 

a 90 o bend. The configurations resemble Figure 3-9(a) in that there is the typical 

aperture layer, but in this case another inverted patch is suspended over the lower 

aperture fed radiator. This technique is loosely known as the strip-slot-foam-inverted 

patch or SSFIP principle and is covered in detail in [9]. The authors of [87] extend 

the SSFIP technique using a single feed aperture, but place another layer below the 

feed line segment with a ground reflector. A more simple design using orthogonally 

oriented dual feed line segments and modified H-shaped coupling slots is presented 

in [88]. However, in their design the authors do not employ an upper dielectric sub

strate layer, but rather suspend a circular patch over the apertures creating an air 

gap or superstrate. An appreciably more complicated two port feed line is designed 

in [89]. This architecture has four H-shaped fed apertures and the resonating patch 

element is a modified square ring slotted antenna with an air gap between the ground 

(aperture) layer and the patch dielectric substrate. 

Also worth mentioning in this section are a series of hybrid fed MP As. Such 

works bear mentioning because each involves an aperture coupling to feed the MPA. 

In a 2002 work, a suspended circular radiating patch is fed directly with a feed 

line-conducting post combination and via an H-shaped aperture [90]. Various con

figurations using a Wilkinson power divider (single port), two ports and an array 
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are compared. A coplanar microstrip and dual H-aperture fed patch appear in [86]. 

The design has additional layers. The patch-ground-feed layers are inserted between a 

foam-shielding layer and foam-inverted patch layer. Lastly, Lau and Luk [91] combine 

an L-probe with an aperture couple in order to drive an air gapped square resonator. 

The design is singly fed, but uses a Wilkinson power divider beneath a circular ground 

plane with a simple slot segment. Each of these three works employ hybrid feeding 

methods to broadband the MPA and optimize its dual polarization. 

3.3.5 Coplanar waveguide 

The final type of MP A feed to be discussed is the coplanar waveguide ( CPW) feed 

line in Figure 3-12. The CPW feed method is similar to an aperture-coupled feed line 

except the feed line (the coplanar waveguide) is etched into the ground-aperture layer, 

that is, the CPW and aperture are coplanar. This feed line technique is preferred 

in certain applications such as microwave monolithic integrated circuits [15]. The 

waveguide feed also reduces the amount of spurious radiation compared to other 

methods; however, proper alignment of the waveguide and patch is a challenge and 

there are no significant gains in bandwidth compared to the simple coplanar feed line. 

In the basic design, there is only one dielectric substrate and the CPW and aperture 

are etched into the ground plane opposite the patch element. This single substrate 

construction is attractive in terms of its stability and design simplicity, although it is 

not uncommon to find examples in which the aperture is printed on a separate layer 
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Figure 3-12: Lfl,Y('rf'<l view or ooplan~\.r Wf\.Wguidfl (('('() ~lPA. 

"" the CPW feed tinP. 

~ CP\\" L)"'J)e feed in any nw•ift.,.tattoo does not bs,.,. tllf• hil-t~· of Its counter-

purl feed line method;. l lH• [!,J'l ... ork (9'ljt'O!IlM1<6 that lilt'n' is only OfH' J)llp<r in 

t.ht• litt•rttL\lrt' which trraL" thr rnlhjt>t'L T his contention vo'Ould pl1w-.• the birth o£ the 

CP\V in C reis]er 193) in I 076. l\ lol't'Ovcr, the.se autlu)rs nllr mpt t.o nddrt'ffl:l why there 

h~ hl'('ll & deficit of reseArch inlo t lu· il1rory and design or CPW fr'< l ~U:'As. In 19'2), 

tit(" authors ac:tutilly fAhrKnt•• a CP\\. fed ~WA using swionAJ')' ~torf• K~n board 

t,.- 1.06 AA a substrat{" ("hic'h i.M c'tiiUJ)iuable to air), somr fUPfM"f' lAJ:.e and a sbatp 

knift>. 1\otable pr~ in CP\\ rt"l't(-arch has since tal«>wt pi~~·. fl.ooretical &na.l,ysio:; 

o£ CP\ V feed linAA rou~hly 1\,ftn'f'"( wlt h t Itt) timelioc Sltgg('SWfl by til(' aforenlCntioned 

[Wipr o· in 109! (94J and in 1995 I his work was extend<~l[95[. 

Another a rtidP appt•;:u«l in 1992 wJ1id1 dC9Cribes diffcrC"nt typft! or CP\V feed 

lio.n< in multi subst111i~ !.)'""' dt,.~IS ,ooj. A grounded CPW, • 6mto ground CP\1' 

Nod. dwweliz<d CP\\' 11ft' fohrl<'Al<.S ..... n-aluated. Tht- CPW r ... t. a rectangular 

pAtc-11 viA a simple slot aprrtun• in this two-subsl!ate d1~igu. rtH.'bC differing design 

LyJ>eS ure in Figurf' 3-1 :s. 
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• • • 
Figure 3-13: Oilf,.,...ut types of CPW f«•l• (a) GCPW, (b) I'CI'\\ and (c) CCP\\·. 
NQLP t.hc black *'gnlt'ut~ in (c) represent mNtUiit• Htrips mountNI on lht• rdge or the 
~ubstrate and r•xtl'•tding to the ground plnni• (on re,-erse). 

1"hcre can 1\l.'iO ()(I ~olighL differences in th4' tumlo.atiou of a CP\V rr ....... :l. Tl.e single 

in (97J, 198) a nrt JU'f ' pit'turcd in Figum J..l•l. 

Naturally, tVh'ftll ('t'Uk•u ts applied to othPI' f<W techniques in tlli' late 1970s and 

198(). ~1'n" appli«< to CP\\" roo ~IPA~. For f"UIUJ>it", stocking a Jllll'Mitlc clement 

t he sta.ckOO Jlllrn ... it i l' clement with!\ n ap.U'Iti\'C CPW feed i~ f·xnmil t•'tl m (1001 . In 

(101J the a uthon; }ll.udy a capacitive CPW fi•f•d with stub6 tlu'tt faM HOt. J)('rpendkular 

to the parall(") f'k)• liu("tJ of the CP\V ff"NI lin(', Ln an earUer w.:,rk, ~· and Simons 

oonduct.or. A n•gu1M n'('tangula.r- aperturf' oouplt· is u.'SCd in thl~ t.....,.,_IAJ1."r l';ubstrate 

det~ign ttnd iu ndilit ion, t hey expl()r(• wi1lf'n ing the di~:~t.&nt.() b c:'l WN'n the CPW slot. 

lines before .1\lld .U'h·r 1 Lac series pp. In I'1Kl1 of these afon"•nwut tontod V."'rks tht• 
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• • 
F~ 3-14: CPW [P<f \fPA., '"'" clitrcriu~t ~ri.,.: (a) <"J"•iliw roupling and 
(b) indu<'li'" coupling. 

CP\V i~ a. grouo:dcd CP\V. Anoth(••· nriid•• IJ03J in~r'Ol\'CS i\ singlt~ ~ulJI'It.ralt• layt~red 

c·Apru:itiv(•Jy coupled GCPW. hul i he' JNti.dl side or Lhc suhsimtf' hnH {\II (.':XI.('ndOO 

gruund sum)tmdiug the> l'('('liU~tlar patch. 

lnno~:'8hoos em~in& \P\\. r~ .. -d t4'Chnique.s are oornmm in tht•lit<'l"&lure. There 

f'CP\\' i~ ronucd by widening thP u·nninut ing <'nd o( th<' CPW C'f'ntn- 11.tTip <'omluctor 

(10·1J. lu a himiiAr rMhion, nn nHymlllt't.ric dO\Ibi~T iN prinlrd On tilt' MJne side a.':i 

an inductive CPW in I5IJ. Tlu'SC' l\\'0 single l'ided t\rPA di'Sign!i tu'(• ~howu in Figure 

3--15. 

an whida dK' authors employ An rxh··•wiNI Mab.trate in both a aan~lf' a.nci rlouhiP layer 

roufiguration, but t.ht' IAW'r L~ iuwrt~td such that thf'n~ iN no nporrtUJ't'-ground phme 
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Figure J.-15: Two s ingle substrate . same side CPW fed p~tch elements with no ground 
plane: (a) FCPW and (b) asymmetric double-T mic'nl61 rip dipole. 

separat ing t1u~ patda s nbsl rat.c from the extended GCP\V. Iwasaki (106J uses a s in-

gle CCPW l)nndwi('h('<l t-.et .... -."!t:f• t.wo subst.ratcs to feed back·to-ba.ck patch elements. 

A non-leaky CPW fed MPA is de.;ignecl iu (107j, by using the conventional double 

suOOtrate layer aperture coupled inductive CPW fed with a n additional ungrounded 

suhsl.ra.l,c layer inserted between the grotmd-aperture Md the CPW feed layers. 

An excellent re;ource dao;("ribing A plcdtora of modem MPA designs with "mious 

patch and feed line e1ernf'nt cunfignrAtious is Wong's 2002 book jlOS). The text 

focuses on overcoming the inherent ns.rnJw bnnd o£ l\JPAs by hnplcnl:cntin.g a host 

of design tcclmiques (many of which have been highlighted h(>re) and ft'lAint.aining a 

compAct form for the MPA device. The designs tend to involve only simpl~ ISyt!ring 

(at most twu di(>le<'tric ~uhstrntcs), buL focus on geometric and topological complexity 

to aocomplish satisfactory results. 
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Chapter 4 

Problem Statement and Modelling 

Methods 

4.1 Narrow frequency bandwidth 

The characteristic of generally narrow frequency bandwidth, which will be referred 

to bandwidth henceforth, has been a source of much investigation within the MPA 

community. Despite the fact that MPAs tend to resonate well at a specific frequency, 

they compare poorly to conventional antennas which tend to be of wider bandwidth 

around their resonant frequency. This characteristic can be a beneficial feature of 

the patch antenna. Consider a system which utilizes multiple frequencies that are 

close to each other such as a device with different transmit and receiving channels 

or a system which utilizes global positioning systems and satellite communications. 
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For example, the operating frequency for GPS is 1.515 GHz and for Iridium Satellite 

Personal Communication System is 1.610 GHz. A series of MPAs, when tuned ap

propriately, eliminates the need for filtering, thereby conserving resources that would 

normally be devoted to cleaning up communication signals and portioning and parti

tioning the frequency band. However, many researchers have recognized the utility of 

the physical and cost aspects of MP As and have studied ways to make improvements 

in bandwidth. 

4.1.1 General methods to improve bandwidth 

Sanchez-Hernandez and Robertson [109]list several methods or techniques to improve 

bandwidth: 

• multilayer structures 

• parasitic elements coupled to the main patch 

• tuning stubs and loads 

• diode use 

• shorting pins 

• adjustable air gap between substrate and ground plane 

• aperture-coupled parallel resonators and slotted patches 

• specifically shaped patches 
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The authors conclude their survey by stating that many of the examples listed 

can be problematic when it comes to design and fabrication stages. Often, there are 

trade-offs in bandwidth improvement and/ or degradation in other antenna charac

teristics. Also, they point out that discrepancies between simulated and measured 

results frequently occur because of inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the fabrication 

process. It is noted that the authors do not mention manipulating the feed line in 

order to affect the frequency bandwidth of the MPA. There are some other more 

complex methods suggested such as using a wedge shaped dielectric substrate or by 

using antennas that utilize dichroic surfaces. 

Balanis [11] quantifies the narrow bandwidth at a fraction of a percent to a few 

percent which agrees with [77]. Other less conservative authors [110] put the band

width at one to five percent and [6] put it at one to four percent. However, it is 

important to note that in realizing gains in MPA bandwidth there are necessary con

cessions in performance or design complexity. In [77] the author goes so far as to 

mention a specific case of a 25% bandwidth improvement of a simple design which 

subsequently has been found to resonate in different modes at different frequencies 

thereby resulting in polarization changes at different operating frequencies. Some of 

the conventional antennas such as dipoles or Yagi-Uda arrays can achieve bandwidths 

on the order of approximately 10%. 

In the earlier discussion, several challenges of MPA designs were highlighted in

cluding polarization purity and achieving satisfactory radiation patterns. A more 
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general review of the positive characteristics and challenges of MPA design can be 

found in [9]. 

4.1.2 Characterizing the problem 

The motivation for this work is due to the narrow bandwidth of an MPA. Variability 

in material properties and the fabrication process can result in poor performance at 

a desired frequency. In the context of a larger scale MP A fabrication process, electri

cal property variation and/ or over/ etching will contribute toward an unsatisfactory 

number of manufactured MPA that must be rejected because of unsuitable operating 

frequency capability. Some preliminary computer simulated return loss results will 

frame the problem at hand and provide justification for the bandwidth widening ap

proaches applied in this work. The material used to fabricate antennas is a glass-epoxy 

known as Flame Resistant 4 or FR-4. It is low cost, readily available and the most 

common substrate used for general electronics systems. The electrical properties of 

interest for this material are its dielectric constant, En and dissipation factor or loss 

tangent, tan 6. The design process undertaken in this thesis fixes the electrical prop

erties of FR-4 at Er = 4.4 and tan 6 = 0.02; however, in practice an acceptable range 

for Er is 3.9 to 4. 7 and for tan 6 is 0.01 to 0.035. The result of this electrical variability 

as seen in Figure 4-1 are resonant pole shifts and changes in return loss levels. Figure 

4-1 displays the return loss for the extremes values of the accepted range in dielec

tric constant and dissipation factor. Generally, a lower dielectric constant results in 
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Figum 4-J: Return Joss (' fr<'<:t or cli(•l••irt•·ic oonsta.nt and los.-;. tu.•~t·uL \'Uriablity on a. 
89G M Hz R.\!PA. 

Pnrticular poirtL!oi of iutf'rf'st. from tills simulation can lx> round in Tuhh· 4.1. Ac-

c·ordiu.l( to this computer ninmlntio•• tt•tmlt, an .MPA desigu1•cl to (:)pt••·nte at 900M Hz 

with th~ itlc-..al cloctricaJ pro)Wr1Y \'Hlm't! ((,. = 4.4 &xJ tancS 0.02) d<.K:.~t not perfonn 

M-l ... fN:torily if t~ i. .. :ooignihnlut \1uilltion in i.hcsc \'&hk'R. 

Siruuhuton results ca.n N...o ,,.. '~'<I 10 show thE- effPC't n( ,,.,,., end tmder etching 

on u MPA 's return l068. 0\ff ru1(l uncl('r ('tching OCClll"S lttlwn lrtM't'2l or patterns 

lU'(' made to large or ,;mnll J'(l.,IH~ttively by t he PCB millirlA rnAfhilw or I!Xet.."'&'livc 



Dielectric, Loss tan. fr [MHz] RL@ 900MHz 
Er 3.9, tan 6 0.01 950 -0.90 dB 
Er 4. 7, tan 6 0.01 868 -1.49 dB 

Er 3.9, tan 6 0.035 950 -2.12 dB 
Er 4. 7, tan 6 0.035 867 -3.38 dB 
Er 4.4, tan 6 0.02 896 -14.81 dB 

Table 4.1: Electric variation affect on return loss 

exposure to acid in the fabrication process thereby removing too much copper. At 

lower frequencies, over/under etching effects are not as adverse on MPA return loss. 

This is because the wavelengths are relatively large when compared to the etching 

error. However, with higher frequencies (gigahertz range) where the wavelengths are 

on the order of millimetres and smaller, the etching errors can be quite detrimental. 

Figure 4-2 shows the simulated effect of under and over etching by 2 mm on the patch 

dimensions of an MPA (the feed line dimensions were not altered for this simulation). 

There is some noticeable frequency shifting resulting from the dimension variations 

but it is not as severe as with the electrical variability. 

The method applied in the thesis concerns the implementation of two coplanar 

design elements into a RMPA model to increase the frequency bandwidth of the 

fabricated RMPA. A basic RF design methodology is utilized 

• Analytical formulae employed to establish a basic working model, 

• EM simulation applied for high accuracy solutions to Maxwell's Equations, 

• Optimization according to specification using gradient-based search methods, 

• Measurements for specification verification. 
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Figllr<' ~-2: Retun1 Loss rrr.,·t or ""'r/llndor etching patclo widlh (W) nnd length (L) 
by 2nuu on a 896~1Hz RMPi\ , 

R.nd f'\1\Juated using bi.JuulMicm. ChAptM' six uses a pro:knninllu11y optimiz.ation ~ 

pro.tle·h to tune the antenna Lo lilt• "PJ>ropriate resonant fr«JIIt'II<'Y· Ch"pt<'r seven is 

('CIIUpri"'OO(( of both ana1ytics und opliulit.Rtion in order to HnuliJ.A.' thf' working MPA 

nl()(lf'l (or (abricatiou. Clmplf·r f'ight cont...'\.ins the mMV!un•mt·u~ romponcnt of tht"' 
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4.2 Modelling 

According to Howell [3], "no theory exists to predict [MPA] input impedance." This 

certainly agrees chronologically with MPA research and development. However, in 

this very early MPA work, Howell does apply some basic analytical notions to design 

a square MPA. The patch dimension is calculated as 

L= Ad 
2' 

where Ad is the wavelength of the resonant frequency in the dielectric substrate. Sub-

sequently, a design approach is described measuring the impedance of the fabricated 

patch at the resonant frequency and then implementing a microstrip feed line im-

pedance matching network to transform the impedance to 50 ohms for a match with 

the coaxial cable. This work constitutes one of the first forays into an analytical 

approach for developing MPAs. 

4.2.1 Transmission line model 

The first model proposed for the analysis of MPAs was by Munson [5]. Munson used 

a transmission line circuit model in order to determine the impedances of various 

S-hand parallel network fed MPAs with varying dielectric height. The transmission 

line model was subsequently refined by Derneryd [19], [20]. Derneryd formalizes the 

model by identifying a radiating element as two slots separated by a transmission line 
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of low characteristic impedance. Using this model, Derneyrd determines the radiation 

pattern, conductance, capacitance, directivity and bandwidth using the equivalent 

network of a microstrip radiating element. The transmission model forms the basis 

for the analytical formulae utilized for the design of the control MPA in Chapter Five. 

A general discussion relating to the transmission line model for MP As can be found 

in [11], [15], [110]. This model is examined in greater detail and extended in [16]. 

4.2.2 Cavity model 

The cavity model, sometimes referred to as the modal method, characterizes an MPA 

as a two dimensional region bounded above and below by electric conductors and 

bounded on the perimeter by magnetic walls. The origins of this model are in Lo et al 

[21]. The cavity model has increased complexity when compared to the transmission 

line and has been shown to be more accurate and versatile. The cavity model is a 

planar two dimensional model, whereas the transmission line model was just in one 

dimension. It acknowledges the radiation from all four sides of the patch, not just the 

two major radiating edges, resulting in a greater appreciation of the mutual coupling 

of radiation between edges and thereby improving results. Further reading on this 

subject can be found in [11], [15] and is covered extensively in [16]. 
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4.2.3 Multi-port network model 

The multi-port network model is an extension of the cavity model which models the 

electromagnetic fields above and below, and outside the patch separately. Around 

the periphery of the cavity or two dimensional planar network are a series of ports 

which correspond to incremental widths of the patch and address the field effects on 

these incremental sections. The range of MPA geometries that can be modelled using 

this method is superior to either of the previous model types because it is possible 

to model many patches as an amalgam of port-connected simpler geometries. A 

thorough treatment of this subject can be found in [16]. 

4.2.4 FUll-wave models 

There are several types of modelling techniques that are based on the electric current 

distribution on the patch conductor and ground plane as opposed to being based on 

equivalent magnetic current distribution around the patch edges as is the case in the 

first three analytical modelling methods [110]. These former approaches are numer

ically oriented and utilized for higher accuracy computer simulated MPA analysis. 

Examples of full-wave analysis techniques include the method of moments, the finite

element method, the spectral domain technique, the finite-difference time domain 

method and the mixed-potential integral equation analysis. These methods of MPA 

modelling and analysis are covered in [15], [110]. Such modelling techniques form the 

backbone of the computer simulation analysis and optimization utilized in this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 

Basic Rectangular MP A with 

Coplanar Microstrip Feed Line 

The design process is conducted in several stages. The common design specifications 

and formula from the literature [11], [15], [56] are employed to determine the physical 

dimensions of a rectangular microstrip antenna. The simple microstrip fed RMPA 

will be designed to resonate at 900 MHz. The motivation for employing a rectangular 

design is that its reduced complexity leads to an easier design and fabrication process. 

Moreover, the addition of design elements and tuning of models via computer simula

tion is achievable with the resources on hand. The MPA will then be modelled and its 

parameters evaluated via computer simulation with actual measurements to follow in 

Chapter Eight. This chapter will be divided into design and simulation sections with 

the former section being further subdivided into two subsections detailing the ana-
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lytical design calculations for the rectangular patch element and the microstrip feed 

line. The design techniques applied in this chapter are purely analytical. Computer 

simulation is used as an assessment tool for this analytical approach. The simulation 

results contained at the end of this chapter suggest that the analytic approach is not 

completely accurate. 

5.1 Design 

The analytical formulae employed for the design of the control RMPA can be found 

in [11], [15]. These methods are based on the transmission line and cavity models for 

MPAs. 

5.1.1 Rectangular patch 

The desired resonant frequency for the MPA is fr = 900 MHz. This implies a wave-

length of measure 

A._..!:.__ 2.998 x 108 m/s _ 
3 - fr - 900 X 106 Hz - 0'3 31 m, (5.1) 

where c is the speed of light in free space. As previously mentioned, the dielectric 

substrate that will be used is FR-4. A relative dielectric constant of Er = 4.4 is 

assumed with a physical thickness h = 1.524 mm. The width, W, of the radiating 
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rectangular patch element is given by 

w- _::_J 2 
2fr Er + 1 

(5.2) 

and for the particular fr and Er here, W = 10.14cm. 

The effective dielectric constant, Ere, is the dielectric value of the substrate when 

being driven at a given frequency. It is a function of both the physical thickness of 

the substrate and the frequency of operation and takes the form 

E + 1 E - 1 ( h ) -! E = _r __ + _r__ 1 + 12-
re 2 2 W (5.3) 

Here, Ere = 4.265. 

The patch has an effective or electrical length which is longer than its physical 

length. The difference between the two, /:}.£, is due to the electrical field propagating 

between the patch and the ground layers beyond the physical edges of the patch 

as shown in Figure 5-l. It is possible to calculate the difference via the following 

equation 

(5.4) 

where 

( 
0.81 0 26) ( (w)o.8544 0.236) 

~1 = (0.434907) E~~1 ~ 0.~89 (~t8544: 0.87 ' (5.5) 

- 1 (~)0.371 
~2 

- + 2.358Er + 1' (5.6) 
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Figure 5-1: (a) Physical and electrical lengths of ~IPA from top view. (h) Electric 
6eld lines in MPA cross section. 

O.o274arctan [o.084 (':) ' ::" ] 
e, = 1 + (•""'• . (5.7) ... 

[ ( w) '·"•] e.,=1+0.0377arctan 0.067 h X {6-SeiOIJOO(l -~))} , (5.8) 

( 01') {, = 1 - 0.21& _,., . (5.9) 

It has been verified in 1151 that the above equations yield an accuracy of at least 0.2% 

when O.Ql S ': S 100 and <, S 128. Note that for the proposed ~IPA design the 

width~t()oheight t•atio is 66.54 and (,. = 4.4; hence the above formulae can be appHrd 

in this oontext. equations (5.1>) to (5.9) arc evaluated to give {1 = 0.4904, {3 = 

1.2118, {, = 1.0914 and {, = I. Substituting this d!U.a and I• = 1.524 x 10-3 m iu 

equation (5.4) gh'ffi 6.L = 8.298x 10__. m. li. is now J)OS.')iblc to detenninc t.he physical 
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length of the rectangular patch element via 

c 
L = f ~ - 2/::iL = 7.899 em. 

2 r Ere 

5.1.2 Microstrip feed line 

The feed line will be centred on the edge of the patch as shown in Figure 5-1 (a). It is 

necessary to match the line to a 500 coaxial connection. There are many microstrip 

impedance calculators available on the World Wide Web; however, the method found 

in [14] will be used to determine the length and width of the feed line. The width to 

height ratio is given by 

for 7f :::::; 2 

~ { B- 1 -ln (2B- 1) + E2;,_1 [1n (B- 1) + 0.39- 0~~ 1 J}, for 7f > 2 

(5.10) 

where 

A Zo{¥r+1 Er-1( 0.11) - - --+-- 0.23+- ' 
60 2 Er + 1 Er 

(5.11) 

B 
3777r 

Assuming that w :::::; 3.048 mm, substitution of A = 1.530 from equation (5.11) into 

equation (5.10) gives w = 2.914 mm. 

In order to determine the physical length, £, of the feed line it is noted that the 
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phase shift equals the product of the propagation constant, /3, and R, where 

and k0 is the wave number given by 

f3 = VE:eko 

ko = 21rfr. 
c 

For ¢ = 90 o = f3R and from equations (5.12) and (5.13) it follows that 

{_ = 90 --/} 0( 1f) c 
180 ° 21f fr~' 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

and here R = 4.563 em. The MPA model is now complete and pictured in Figure 5-2. 

5.2 Simulation 

Computer simulation of the model is done with the Ansoft Designer Version 3.5.0 Suite 

[111]. It utilizes the method of moments approach in order to determine performance 

parameters of the modelled antenna [112]. Simulated results of pertinent parameters 

will be presented in this section and a compilation of additionally generated results 

is contained in the Appendices. 

The model resulting directly from the design equations of the previous section is 

captured in Figure 5-3. Graphical results for certain antenna parameters from the 
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Figurr ~2: Rrdangular MPA with single eeutn><l mim .. triJ> f•'<'<lliue: II' = 10.11 nn, 
L • i.b9!lt"m, u, • 2 91-1 mm and I= 4.~n:n. 

t .. tgUI"4' 5-3: Untuned R.\IPA computer model d~gnt"'t lo re:.cnun('; Ri 900~1Hz.. 
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Figure 5-4: Control RMPA: Return loss plot versus frequency ( GHz). 

simulation are given in Figures 5-4 to 5-7. According to the simulated return loss 

plot, the control antenna does not resonate at precisely 900 MHz, but rather at a 

slightly lower frequency of 896 MHz Moreover, Figure 5-4 also shows that the return 

loss level is slightly above the -20 dB level. This is confirmed by the results contained 

in Table 5.1. 

It is possible to determine the bandwidth from simulated return loss Table 5.1. It 

is necessary to determine the frequencies for either side of the band at the -10 dB 

level. Let h be the lower frequency of the band at -10 dB and fu be the higher 

frequency. In order to determine h we first determine the parameters for the linear 
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Frequency [ MHz] S(Port1,Port1) [dB] 
883 -6.740778 
884 -7.248796 
885 -7.811885 
886 -8.438017 
887 -9.136708 
888 -9.919338 
889 -10.799427 
890 -11.792638 
891 -12.915769 
892 -14.182736 
893 -15.591932 
894 -17.091023 
895 -18.496745 
896 -19.404393 
897 -19.363983 
898 -18.403061 
899 -16.987846 
900 -15.503470 
901 -14.117023 
902 -12.873818 
903 -11.773076 
904 -10.800253 
905 -9.938513 
906 -9.172337 
907 -8.488383 
908 -7.875443 
909 -7.324154 
910 -6.826678 

Table 5.1: Simulated return loss for control RMPA 
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regression line in slope-y intercept form 

m = (-9.919338)- (-10.799427) = __ 
880089 

L 888-889 ' 

bL = -9.919338- ( -.880089) (888) = 771.5997. 

Therefore, 

f = -10- 771.5997 = 888.1 MHz. 
L (-.880089) 

Similarly for the higher frequency 

m = ( -10.800253) - ( -9.938513) = _
86174 

u 904-905 ' 

bu = -9.938513- (.86174) (905) = -789.8132. 

Therefore 

f = -10- (-789.8132) = 904_9 MHz. 
u .86174 

The bandwidth can be calculated via equation (2.2) 

B = 904.9- 888.1 = 
0

_0187_ 
896 

The bandwidth for the control RMPA is 1.87%. Recall that this falls within the 

aforementioned range of MPA bandwidth according to specialists in the field such as 

Pozar [7]. 
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The quality factor for the control RMPA can be determined from Table 5.1 via 

equation (2.3) by first determining the higher and lower frequencies at the -7 dB level, 

respectively fu and !£. Then it is possible to calculate the quality factor directly. 

= ( -6.7 40778) - ( -7.248796) = -.5080180 
ffiL 883-884 ' 

bL = -6.740778- ( -.5080180) (883) = 441.8391. 

Therefore, 

--7 - 441.8391 
!£ = ( __ 

5080180
) = 883.5 MHz. 

Similarly for the higher frequency 

m = ( -7.324154)- (-6.826678) = _
4974760 

u 909 - 910 ' 

bu = -7.3241154- (.4974760) (909) = -459.5298. 

Therefore, 

f, = -7- (-459.5298) = 909_7 MHz. 
u .4974760 

Hence, the quality factor for the control RMPA, as determined from equation (2.3) 

with ft = h and h = fu is 

Q = 
896 

= 34 1985 909.7 - 883.5 . . 
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Figure $-5: Control ll~ I I'A: VSWR plot versu• fr<'<tllf'nry ( G Hz). 

Till' simulated \"S\\ 1l p~~ in Figure :>-S sbo\\'S that th~ R~IPA """''"''""optimally 

at l!OO Mllz and should Jl<'rform adequately in the r&Joge nr ~146 ~IH• to 9().1 MHz. It 

('IUt abo be nouxl that the 1\nlrnnn dOt~ resonate n'lat.ivcly symn1t•trically abouL its 

('(•ntrr or resonate frcqut•m·y. 

FiguN' :;..G displays tht- fiC("'('ptrd g8iu ul<'A(!:ured in dB for thf' < .. mtrol R..\fPA in 

tht• fllltf'nna. The slight lark or H}'liUilf'tr}' in the elevation (ml) plfutf' results from 

Uu_• luck of vt'rtical g(~mwtrirn.l symmetry of the RMPA. It hrru·s mentioning t hat 

h(•youd ± 00 ° there is no Jn('fUot\ln'<l fW"<'f'plC'd gain in the sinmlnt i(m, This is because 
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\Ill" simulatur uli.lizeb an infinite gmund plane for simulatkln" wh.icb ~ •ith tltf' 

idraJ suppOAit.ion that MPAs tend to be highly dirf'Ctional nnd resonnt{• only in t1u• 

i'fft•tts which c.rut be u1iuimiwd hy intre&':iing 1.11(' dirnensiom; of the ground plane. 

Figure S-7 i ... a repre-.•·ntation of the radiatkltt pt\tt.t"nl in polar ('()Of'(iina.t.es. Tltt' 

l}Olur plot. n•lnys a. good srnse of llw shape of lhf' be..1.m J)t\LI.cm emnualing from 

the ~IPA. Tl"' frou• pl•n<" radiati<>n "'quite "''d<"nt and it is possibl• to appre<i•t<• 

how the radiation is l'('{htt't.'d in th<' huck pltull"'. F'urthern10n•, the b<'R.IIlwidth in th(• 

f'lt'\1\tion plA1M" is nollt"t"'Ably wid('J' than the beoo\mwidth in tl~ 3-l.imulhAI. AdditiorW 

l'liluulation J'f'littlts for tlw c·ontrol Rll.lPA are IO<'l\tf\1.1 in th(' Apt)('ndix A. 
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Chapter 6 

Coplanar Gap-coupled Parasitic 

Elements 

In order to tune the MPA such that it resonates optimally at the desired frequency of 

900 MHz, a pair of parallel coplanar capacitively gap coupled parasitic elements are 

added to the existing rectangular MPA model. The technique of coupling parasitic 

elements to resonators in order to affect impedance and alter bandwidth was identified 

relatively early in MPA research and development [113]. 

Parasitic element integration and its effects have been studied by a host of re

searchers and in varying manifestations. Stacking parasitic elements in different layers 

is a popular theme [44], [58], [114]-[117]. Coplanar gap-coupling has been examined 

in detail in multiple contexts as well. There are several arrangements one can con

sider; however, each is a special case or slight generalization of the design presented 
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in [118]-[120]. In that construction the authors place four elements of comparable size 

to the directly fed rectangular resonator. These elements are placed along each side 

of the main element, that is, along its radiating and non-radiating edges. In [122], 

[125] the authors use a design which is composed of multiple strips coupled to a main 

strip resonator separated by a small gap. This type of MPA is mentioned by Kumar 

and Ray [110]. The technique which is to be applied in this thesis is described in [16], 

mentioned in [9], and studied in minor detail in [121], [123], [124]. 

The design techniques employed in this chapter differ from those used in the 

previous chapter. Computer simulation is relied upon in order to satisfy the prescribed 

design specifications of a -9.54 dB maximum return loss level at 900 MHz. 

6.1 Design 

The method of placing two narrow strips parallel to the non radiating edges of the 

patch cannot be handled analytically in a simple manner. Popular models, including 

transmission line and cavity, cannot reliably predict the coupling between the parasitic 

elements and the patch [123]. It is possible to use an integral method of moments to 

characterize results as in [123], but there are no works in the literature which allow 

one to calculate the dimension and location for parasitic elements in order to satisfy 

the desired antenna parameter criteria. Instead, it is necessary to employ what the 

authors of [125] call experimental iteration in order to obtain optimal results. That 

said, there are certain loose design specifications which can be utilized. It is known 
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Figure ~1: T\uled ltMPA comput('r model with pru-;astic coupling strips designed to 
resonote a.t 900tvtH?:. 

that optlmal performance tends to occm when the S<>gr"nenLS nrc slightly longer than 

the patch {16J. The gap distance is also a major co••trihut.or l.o frcq_ucocy modification 

in this oontext. A sep{U·atiOJl dishulcc in the range of 2.5 to 3 times that of the 

Stalll'ltrALQ h~igl11. is rC<'X)Il\J)'tf:l\dcd. 

The initial proposed parasitic strips will ha"-e dimension l = 97 by w = 3unn {Utd 

be separated from the patch resonator by a di~::~ta.n<.."e of 3.8 rnrn AA n stnrting point for 

simulation optirniz.a.tion. 
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6.2 Simulation 

It has been shown that relying solely on analytic formula to design a MPA for a 

prescribed resonant frequency operation is not advisable according to the previous 

simulation results at the end of chapter three. The Ansoft simulation package is 

used to tune the antenna to a desired resonant frequency of 900 MHz. The parasitic 

side strips are inserted into the previous model along the non-radiating edges of the 

RMPA. The simulation will optimize the dimension and placement of these coupling 

strips in order to satisfy the design criteria. 

The model resulting from the optimizing simulation process is captured in Figure 

6-1. Graphical results for certain antenna parameters of interest from the simulation 

are given in Figures 6-2 to 6-5. 

Figure 6-2 shows that the return loss has been improved not only with respect 

to centre frequency but also in terms of resonance. The tuned RMPA with couplers 

resonates at 900 MHz and at a level of approximately -28 dB. 

It is possible to determine the bandwidth and quality factor from Table 6.1. The 

h and fu are determined in the same manner as in the previous chapter and the 

bandwidth is calculated via equation (2.2). It is determined to be 1.81%. This 

bandwidth is very close to the 1.87% of the control RMPA. It has been reduced by 

3.21%. The quality factor for the tuned RMPA is determined by equation (2.3) and 

found to be Q = 36.4344. As expected, there is a minor increase of 6.52% in the 

quality factor for the tuned RMPA over the control RMPA. 
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Frequency [ MHz] S(Portl,Port1) [dB] 
887 -6.793286 
888 -7.376212 
889 -8.033983 
890 -8.780707 
891 -9.634801 
892 -10.621045 
893 -11.774059 
894 -13.144452 
895 -14.810437 
896 -16.901284 
897 -19.646321 
898 -23.445343 
89~9 -28.101850 
900 -27.071476 
901 -22.415902 
902 -18.943136 
903 -16.409670 
904 -14.459434 
905 -12.894318 
906 -11.600785 
907 -10.508897 
908 -9.572717 
909 -8.760443 
910 -8.049098 
911 -7.421487 
912 -6.864366 

Table 6.1: Simulated return loss for tuned RMPA with coupling strips 
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The :ti11111lnuxl VS\VR plot I•' figure ~3 showH iiHll ~lu~ a ntenna t'hould •·csonate 

well in tll4' t'lll'l(e of •pproxiu>ately 890~1Hz to 910\IH>. It al.'!O Hlioww that the 

tuned anu·nna "'boukl ()t)PI'R.lt" optnrmUy at the df'!ltin'fl (n"queocy o( 900 \1Hl. The 8.0-" 

tenni\1S bn.ndwidt.l1 i.,;; symmetriC' Ahout the cenlr(' rn'<ttl<'llCY in thf• rAnge o( 860M Hz 

1.0 940MIIz. Outto~icl<:' of this mug('. the bandwidlh it' wtill genert\lly !'tymuwlriUtl. J)c. 

refer to F'igun• 6--2 to see tltnt h<u&d,.idth or tht' tunfl(l RMPA is genffl\lly wymmetric 

in the n\ng(l or interetit frOII) 800 ~~~ ~~to I GHz. 
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pntlt•m a.o; those ~xhibiLcd by th" <·outro1 RMPA radiation (W\11.4.'1'11, Fi.gme 6-5 is 

A.tttllber simulation m;uh thnt •·iU be utilized in tht> 11t"'Xt tw'rtion in rlw design o£ 

thr liUpedance ln(\t('hiog Ot'tWOrk is tllt' iuput impcdanet' or thr ttuwd RMPA. At a 
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frequency of 900 MHz the input impedance of the antenna is 

Z0 = 47.591022 + j3.52320. 

Thus the antenna resistance for the tuned RMPA is R0 = 47.590. 

Additional simulation results for the tuned RMPA are located in the Appendix 

A. 
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Chapter 7 

Impedance Matching Feed Line 

Network 

A hybrid design approach will be used for this final stage. A balance of analytical 

and computer simulation is applied to achieve design goals. The analytical formulae 

provide a solid starting point for RMPA model modification. Then the computer 

simulation can be engaged to realize a suitable model for fabrication. The question 

might be posed, "Why use at all during this stage of the design process?" After all, 

why not let the computer simulation do all the work to implement the necessary 

design additions and refine the model according to specifications? Relying solely 

on the computer simulation to achieve these goals is not realistic in all cases. The 

incorporation of analytics at the front end of this last design stage saves a great 

deal of time and permits the computer simulation to start at a more advanced point 
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for optimization, thereby saving time. Moreover, it decreases the likelihood that 

the computer optimization process will converge on a non optimal or unsatisfactory 

solution. 

7.1 Design 

The motivation for introducing an impedance matching network is twofold. Firstly, 

it will widen the bandwidth of the antenna in proximity to the desired resonant fre

quency. Secondly, the network can effectively split the band surrounding the resonant 

frequency. The design intention is that by introducing dual frequency band operation 

there would be an increased likelihood of a proper resonance at the desired frequency 

post fabrication. The impedance matching network theory being applied to reach 

this goal originates in [10] and is based on a three-element modified Chebychev net

work first proposed in a broadband matching theory by Fano [126]. A higher order 

network would be significantly more complex and be cumbersome to simulate. The 

impedances parameter arrangement of the feed line segments and tuning stubs is in 

Figure 7-1. 

It is necessary to ensure that the patch model from the previous chapter is reso

nant at the centre frequency of its band. This has been achieved via the simulation 

tuning process. The antenna model parameters fr, Qt and R0 (antenna's resonant 

resistance) are determined from the previous tuned model. Pues and Van de Capelle 

recommend establishing these parameter values by accurate measurements, but com-
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F'igm·r 7-1 : lrupedant'C matrhing nrtwork ror rectangulr.u· M PA with intermediary 
m;onntor and segment i ll i(X'diuu-.•s. 

puter simulation will be n·litd upon hf"rt". 'The d~ign(>r tm~t ~ a ha.ndv.;dth 

'"'f"'"'"'""" factor. B. and tho• ........ (nwnber or stubs). II, of II ... imr><'<laoce maida-

in.~t nct"A'Ork. Those ,-aJuce, 8ft' ftXC'd '" B = 0.1 a.nd n = 3 for 1 hiP~ \\,-.rk in order to 

of tho overall problem. 

Nm the g, pal'fLfl)('t(ots JU'I' df'tf'rmincd by first cstnhlb.hil~ tlw value or interme-

fill! I 

1T 

'5 = 2AQ. 
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Then it is possible to find 9i design parameters given by 9o = 1, 91 = 1/8 and using 

Figure 7-2 to find 92, 93 and 94· 

In Figure 7-1, the network is composed of three main elements: the rectangu-

lar resonator and two parallel stub resonators. The resonators are connected (with 

no discontinuities) by a series of coplanar microstrip feed line segments of varying 

impedances. In order to determine the appropriate impedances of the network, one 

must consider a set of recursive equations outlined in [10]. These equations involve 

the admittances, "Yci, of the different segments and a set of parameters known as 

admittance inverters. The set of general equations to be solved is 

fAY;; 
v R;i;' 

Yci"Yc,j+l 
9i9i+l 

i = 2, 3, ... n- 1, 

Equivalently, the following equations are to be satisfied fori = 2, .. n : 

Y'. = [Y ·A - (Yi-l,j + yi,j+l) r] ai - (32 
c• c• c c ( 1 + ai) (3' 

Y " Y' ci = ai cil 
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Network parameter Impedance (S1) 
2 12 

c 53.2977 
z23 

c 130 
z34 

c 72.1050 

z~2 26.064 
Z" c2 26.064 

z~3 24.5105 
Z" c3 24.5105 
Zo 50 

Table 7.1: Parameters for impedance matching netowrk 

where 

The values calculated for the different impedances are given in Table 7.1 and are 

the starting point for the simulation model. By definition the admittance, Y is the 

reciprocal of the impedance, Z. 

7.2 Simulation 

Once the impedance matching network was inserted into the tuned RMPA model, 

a computer simulation was used to manipulate the model dimensions in order to 

satisfy the design specifications. The model as depicted in Figure 7-3 is the result of 

a lengthy optimization process. It is consistent with the model of Pues and Van de 

Capelle [10]. The return loss for the modified model is given in Figure 7-4. The band 

has been effectively widened and split about the 900 MHz frequency. The modified 

RMPA resonates at 864 MHz and 939 MHz. The design intention is that any shift 
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Figun· 7-3: ~t<•hfioo JU!PA computer model ";th &"I' ,,.,.,too parastic stripo ond 
imJJofiiiiWM'\• matdW~g nt"t"'wk. 

·-- -c- -_ ... 
•• -
•• i 

I •• • f t I ... ~ 

-- ivv 
.. 

·':oa: .1 .a ... .a ·-
FiRun• 7~1: ~todifioo IL\!PA: Return 10!01 plot '''"'"' fn<tu••ncy ( CH•l· 
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Frequency [ MHz] S(Port1,Port1) [dB] 
846 -9.382516 
847 -10.296952 
854 -20.609119 
855 -21.750429 
856 -22.078892 
857 -21.798249 
858 -21.358005 
859 -21.076503 
860 -21.104645 
861 -21.504100 
862 -22.280038 
863 -23.323712 
864 -24.204313 
865 -24.054445 
866 -22.515305 
867 -20.329029 
874 -10.040227 
875 -9.248159 
932 -9.688767 
933 -10.681982 
939 -20.932458 
940 -20.890676 
946 -10.316881 
947 -9.277360 

Table 7.2: Simulated return loss for modified RMPA 

in poles due to variants encountered in the fabrication process are equally likely to 

cover the desired resonant frequency of 900 MHz. Table 7.2 has been abbreviated to 

include values necessary to calculate the bandwidth for the modified RMPA. The 

table consists of those points of interest at the limits of both frequency bands as well 

as data points below the -20 dB level for both resonant frequencies. The complete 

set of points for the 800 MHz to 1 GHz is available in the Appendix A. 

The bandwidth for the modified RMPA can be quantified about each resonant fre-
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Fignre 7-5: Modified RMPA: VSWR plot vcrstL• frc<Jucncy ( C Hz). 

quency. The bandwidth as determined ahouLI.hr.lower resonant frequency of 860 ~tHz 

via equation (2.2) is 3.17"11>. T ho bandwidth aboUL the higher resonant frequency of 

939 MJ-1~ is calculated as 1.49% which is 1nore thru) half l.hr. baud width of the lov--er 

pole. A<..'Cording to the s imulations, the available ba.ndwidth in the frequency range 

of if•te.rest has more than doubled. Only actual m~asurcmem can dct.ermine if t his 

is sufficient. t.o ovN COIIle .[JOOt fabrication frequency shifts. These measurcnt rcsu]cs 

are found in the followiug chapt<;r. The VSWR for the modified R.MPA is given in 

Figure 7~5. T he general symmetry of tlu~ dual frequency operation about 900 !\·1Hz is 

good. The antenna radiation paUC'rJt for the modified RMPA is given in Figure 7..6 

and differs insignificantly from the previous radiation p&tterns for the control and 

t uned RMPA models, respectively Figures ~6 ru)d 6-4. T here is a miuor drop in 
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Fil!ure 7-6: ~lo<liti"l R.\!PA: Acwpted g3in (<I B) plot "'"''"'angle <t 900 ~1Hz ";'h 
<'14'\1\tion in n"Cl n.ud azimuthal in blue. 

tim radiation iut('ll:,.ity is s lightly reduced IO the -2 dB lc>V\11 likely duf' to im.-r('A'ied 

sunul.1tc-d radiation pattern hM gn•ntcr symnwtry in the a1:irmathal pla..J'W th('ll eitber 

the c·ontrol or hm<~l RMPA m<Hirls. This l!oi Hkcly d\1(' lO the radifltiuu from t lu' 

th~ auodel. ComJ)IUison of tlu' mdiotion pnttrru of tit<' 1nodafitd R}.'fPA of Figure 7-7 

6-5) 1'1110\\'S that tlw O\'Crall radi1\l1on pattern iutt·osity 6 fOliKhlly less in thr £root half 

phUI('. 
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Figure 7-7: ~ lodified R~lPA: At·c~·pt<:d gain plot "'""'" angle@ 900 M liz with eleva.
tiou in rl'<l R.ud mdruulhnl in hluC'. 
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Chapter 8 

Measurements and Discussion 

There are two separate test procedures to measure certain antenna parameters of 

interest. 

The first set of test procedures examines the radiation properties for the RMPAs. 

Each RMPA is placed in an anechoic chamber and probed with a transmitting an

tenna. Radiation levels are observed and the radiation pattern is determined for the 

RMPAs in the azimuthal and elevation planes. It is not possible to compare the real 

radiation patterns results quantitatively with the simulation results because there are 

no calibrated sources for measuring antenna radiation patterns available at Memorial 

University of Newfoundland. A qualitative analysis of the actual radiation data is 

made and it is possible to objectively comment on the shape of the real observed 

pattern versus the simulated RMPA radiation patterns. 

The purpose of the second series of tests is to ascertain the actual return loss 
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measurements, reconcile the result with the expected simulation results and decide 

whether the RMPAs perform satisfactorily according to the design specifications. The 

fabricated RMPAs were connected to a Vector Network Analyzer in order to evaluate 

their respective reflection coefficients. Using this information it is possible to calculate 

the return loss and VSWR of the fabricated RMPAs and compare these numbers to 

the pre-fabrication simulation results on the RMPA models. 

8.1 Radiation pattern measurements 

8.1.1 General setup 

The measurements were conducted inside a 2.5 m x 2.5 m x 4.25 m RF anechoic cham

ber located in the Faculty of Engineering's Thermal Laboratory. The RF anechoic 

chamber is designed to suppress reflected electromagnetic waves from sources inside 

the chamber. The specially designed foam wall tiles are radiation absorbent and are 

neither a good conductor nor a good insulator. The inside of the chamber can be 

seen in Figure 8-1. 

The basic configuration for the radiation pattern set of measurements is captured 

in Figure 8-2. The connection of the antennas to the hardware instruments was with 

500 coaxial cable. The hardware instruments were located outside of the anechoic 

chamber for these tests, otherwise the devices would interfere with electromagnetic 

wave propagation and taint the radiation pattern of the RMPAs. 
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F~ue ~1: ln~idE' tlM' RF AJlf'(-hoic tbrunlwr, Tx antenna in lwv·k.ground and R..'C 
nntenna ln foreground. 

' 
L. - -

F~ 8-2: C.,r>el"l\l """" fur Nllerwas ruxl bllld,..,.,... for R~IPA roduuion pauem 
ll.e»-urelllt'nts. 
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1-i.«ute g..3: 1i-ansmitting M14·muc 7..('1cmcnt Yagi·Uda arrRy in Auti(J~:,ic' chamber 
orit•ntOO for R..\lPA azim••thnl tt.n~tl"' Jl)('8._"llJ'eeDeelts. 

Th"' transmitting cl('vic .. \ n t-~'H'n clement Yagi-Uda anu·mM army, WDS mounted 

on a wuoden stand in t.hf' ('4'111 ru of one ~ide of the chamlwr 1"Ud1 thc't thf' indi\'i.dual 

array demeut~; v.-ere pPrpf'ndkuli\r to the ground as shown iu Fig•u't' Mo-3. This linearly 

J)Oinrizt'«l Yagl-Uda ani('llllA ifl flU idt'tll r.andidal.(.' for A Lri'UL..,JUiUing de\'ire ba':ause 

nf 900 \tHz and the Vagi Ud~ length of 0; 46<m th•n it foil""" by t<tuation (2.1) 

1hnL l.hf' far-field range of thr. Yngi-Udu fu·my hegins at a di~truw~ of 

2 ( 16)' 

(~) ; !.27m . ... 

noLl C(•uf'rntor "itb a coaxinl C'R.hlt•. Tl1f' signAL generator ilil ronfigurtod to ~ driving 

fl'l'CIU<'n<"y of 900 MHz and n 1-.ignnl tuupliLuclc of -17 dDm. 
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1--tgurt" ~·1: RJ•t•t•h·ing an•4·mlA.: Cc1ont rol R~II,A in Anr<·l)()ic <"hruuber ori~·uted ru:
imuthal angle m• .\..,IU'CfnMlfxin (9 • 0• posit)(UI). 

Tll4• RMPA L't comM"ttrd "ia ft. coa.~31 cablf' to an Ad\.l\llt~t R ti31A Spectrum 

Analvt..t•r Mel wNt pl9N'C'l in a. <"'ii'<'Hl8I wooc:l<'n SLi\.JKI ll t <:~L pcrmitlol rotmiou of thr 

R~lPA tt. full 300 with IIH't\."lttn'nw·nt divi.. .... inn.~ at 5 nlCTeiU('nbJ. Thf' mountirt.~t 

14cm The far· fi{' ld ra.np;(' for the 11/\ IPA antt'IIIU\5 it~ k'l'~o~ than t1mt for tlu- Ya.gi Udn. 

2D' 
A 

2{.14)2 

('i:o') 
0.18 Ill. 

The t mnj;JU.itting rutd m·,•h·ing <Ullt•unas ru•p placed n clist.anc.'(• of 2.02 m npart to 

mea..•mrt• the far·fit·ld r&dilttion pa.th--rn of thr ltMPA.-.. Since thi .. 8Cpa.l1Uion distl\JU'(" 

far fidd (or both N1tetUlA.'i An iUu..-tnilion siMJ'wing thf' R..MPA oricutatiou for the....,., 

azhnutltul plane UIMSUJ'('mt•uts is fouud in FiKUt'C 8·5. lu this ~'1\."'(' 1 the augle <P - fJ 
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' 
Figure 8.5: RJ., JPA ori~'1 1lntion for azimutlutl t>IAI\C' radiation patu·n' 1noa ... uJ'ements. 

where 8 is from t11111re 2-2. 

8.1.2 Az imutha l plane results 

The results of th4• IU(:IUIIU'etnell.ts for tlw u.t.imuthal plane are indudt"41 in Fi.gures 8-6 

to H--12. The azirrmtiW s)lane radiation ptUtt·rn mcasu.remeru:s tt.re s»>oUt.od ~tely 

in Figures 8-6 to Mo-~. The data plotl:i gh"' 1 lw n>ceived signal runplitudc o.-; a ftmction 

of the tLngl() of rotntion of the R..M PA. 11. i .. ,,OR';ible to cornpa.rt' L ltN4~ plot..') to tl•c sim

ulat.t..od acccptOO gRin plots forth<' oomrol, ltlll(-d ttncf modified RJ\IPAI'l, n~p«tivcly 

11,.. azimuthal (hlu•) ln..,. in r.gure; :Ml, 6-1, ·••I 7-6. 

The tracets in th~· rt~:tangu.lar azimutllit.l plt)\S are highly to}·nuu~·tri(·al and quiW 

comparable to t lw symm{'tricaJ natur(• of tlH" :-~imula.tion predir1 iou. ,.lln'tlc plot~; a lso 

-.how ths.t most ur 1)1(' receh'ed signAl iR ftX'UM(od in U•e front hAlf or the piAn<'. In 

tw:h caw.., i.h(" ft"t'ri,'f'd 8igi:W is abm,_.. t~ -\0 dUm ln-cl in the- -90 tu oo• range. 
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Figure S.G: O••dro) R.\1PA: Signal IUIII'Iit 11d€' (d8111) tiS A. funrtioo of AJ:imuthal fU•gll\ 

• --

• !!!Pit tr t•• w•••• ••••• •• •• t ''f '''!!! f ---
Figurt> 8-7: Thned Jt\IPA : Signal.,nJ>~tude (d13m) os a fu•~·lion of Ol'imuthal Mgle. 
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Figure 8-8: ~lc><li6ed RMPA SignAl ampli11~le (dBm) "" 11 function nf azimuthRI 
1\J~Ie. 

Thf'n• is signa] rf'<'t·h·ed in t lu• bockplan•• which difl'<'rS from the- simulnt4XI results, 

but it ~.-t not t"ntiR"Iy unexpf'C'Wtl becai.ISP !ooifntllation tL'OeS ftn mfioite g1"0'1ncl plane for 

tn.kulations. 'Th(•n•£ore, 1:10mr rdngiug a nd mdit1tiou omRide oft he -90° to f)l)' rang•• 

i.-. 1\nttripated. In fact. ()O("t' tlw- plots Are filtf"'nlfl for backgn1Uld noisr, the• azimuthal 

plant• ntdiaLiOI\ l)llttem resultH tu't' i1l c(OS('r ragrocment \\'l~h the sirnullltion re;uh .... 

Fig"ttn• ~9 is a plot uf the azimuthal radiation pattern of aU Lhl't'e R..~IPA~ with signal 

Exnmlnation of t he rtthu iv.' penk ,.ruu~ (LtL appro.xinlnlt•ly the 0 () 
0

) of t he 

Hiumlated peak AC(•eptcd gain \1\lut~ for the rontrol, tun<'fl lutJ modifi«"fl from Figun'S 

f>-G, (>4, .,,d 7-6 ...,. llj)proxim•tdy -I dB, - 1.2 dB, o1KI 2 dB T{'>;J><'C'liwly. Th•t 
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f1gure 8-9: RMPAs: Cleaned •IJillol ruuplirude (dBm) '" " fwl<'uoo or ru:mu1t11Al 
angle with nob!:• reduction. 

and the 1)(~ value- for the modified llMPA model h('ing noticeably less. In Figure 

8-9 th<' same tl'<'ud can bo se<>n. The t\t'tual peak vnlutS for the oouLrol an(l tum'<l 

UMPA nlt'35un'uJcnts Me \'ery rlose UJKeth•>r, wh~ the rw:.-ak \"nluP for the signAl 

IU!Ij>litud~ ,,r '"" nlOdifird ~IP,\ is &i>Prccial~y '"""'· 

Polar t('p~·ntat.-ion~ of th(' n•.al a1huulhaJ da.t.a. for nRch R~1PA i~ given in Pigun'li 

S..10 to S..l2. Nolt' that for the J>Olar plou; of th('!,C rnC'a•mrenwnts thf' rder('rW(' pOSition 

or 0 = 0 is a l, the G u'rlock position whrr~'I\S tlw polar plots ((lr thf' Mmulah'tl 

radiation pat«'rn v.--erP «i\-en With 0 in thl- 12 o'dor.k poo.ihnn. Tilt' poW plot c.,£ 

tl•• azimuthal d"'" can IM' competed to the 87imuthal (blue) trace iu figun'S 5-7, 6-5 
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Figun> S.IO: Control RMPA: SignAIUJUp~tude (dOno) as a fuowtion of IVimuthalongle 
in polar mordi.Jmt&. 

•• ~ ......... __ - .. ' "\, - -. - -- -- - -- -... . ... ,,. ... .• - ... : ~~, : 
: ('' ... \ : 
'::, ) : 
·:...._ ~ . ./ ·- ___ __...,... .. · 
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Figure S.ll• 1\mcd R.\IPA SigMI ru11ptitude (dBm) 88 a function of t12imutll81 on!(le 
in polar ('C)Or(lumte;.. 
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Figure 11-12: ~I•Miilied llMPA: Signal omplituol•• (dBm) as a fuurtion of azimuthal 
IUtgle in polar toordinntf'H. 

tutd 7-7. Na.t\lrnlly, th('o r<•.al JUC'fl."ittred dnt.a £or llt(• polnr plots ('Ompan• W'C'll wi11• the 

kunulat"l nzimuthl\l poll\r plot• for all thrl'<' R~IPA rootl<·b. Th• plOts m this follllliL 

a.llO\\· thr re8(1•'f' to be1-t1·r appn!iriate tlw magnitude of the radintion in the front half 

plane wht•n compared to radiatiou into thf' bil('.k plan<' l:w·yond ±00°. 

8.1.3 Elevation plane results 

In oni1T lo 1Df'A8ure dH' radiati1m patkrns for the R.\tPAs in the e)e\'ation pl1uu• it 

was n<'<'t'Niiary to l'oconfis;turc th(' 111casur(•ment.s H<'l up slightly cln<' to fl possiblt• p~ 

luritat.ion ruisrnntdt. The Yagi-Uda arrny \\'1\.':t rotated !)0 so thftt the nrray elf'ln•·nt.& 

,..., parallel lo the gr<•utd. n .. IUIP.h """' like..-i"' rotatNI by 90 Altd pwro 

em tbdr !'>ifJ(' in t lu~ mounting appara.tuH. Tlli' inu.gcs in Figurct4 8-13 and 8-14 rC'Ot-'Ct. 
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Figure S.l3: Yagi-Uda array in An«·l••"' chamber orientoo fur lt~II'A cle-1ltioo angle 
IUt-&uremm.ts. 

Figun> ~II: Rec.rhing antt'IUU\: Cuutml R~!PA oriented in f'l•'\'llticm nngle measure
mc.·nt.s position(¢= oo•). 

tlu• ronfib'1lrations for thf• t.rMlflnlil. nnd J't.'Ceive a.uteunl-l.'> for r lrvn.tion plano radiAtion 

Jlat t1·n• ntm'Hu·cmems. Thr R~ 1 PA 1 <'ff'l'<'llCC orientatlon for IIH'M' mcasuretnentl:i is 

gi\'t"n in Figure 8--15. In thfd d~8Jn ~ = 90°-6 v.iK'ft' .CJ V.. fnnu Fif(1tre ~2. 

n ... reclallgUiar "'"" of ti!P rodiahon .,.Utero for ""' "'""'""' ''"' .... cl t.hrre 

~I PAs il; iu rigur<'S s-16 to s-Ill. rh1'M' ran be comparoo .,;1 h tho elevation (red) 

LI'ILN' in 5-6, 6-4, and 7-6. I~ Ahould be pointed OtiL i.h~t thrrr i~ n t~li.gl • ~ diS<Tt'pancy 

iu th(\ ~wtu.al data point..'i for tlw p<•flk vnluC' of the azimutlull 4'nd <•lpvation 111Ct\SW'(>(l 
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' 
F'igure b-15: RMPA om.•nl3llon for t:'it"'1Uion plaaw, o, rodiatiou p6UC'Ill alll"~ 
l:Uf'lllS. 

in thr- reff'n':tlet" IJiOSition. ThiH is likt·ly duf• to llw oriC'nt.ation of the Jl. .. T\fPA with 

tlw rcntl'<' of the ltMPAw with 11•t" Ya,gi·Uda rur each measuN'ment M't, tlwrc WI\H som(' 

slight. offRC't resulting in minor '~riAbility in the RMPA~ ori~ntl\tion Y.ith respt'Ct to 

8-16 10 8-1~ Nxllbe .. ,.,.;.,.., ... ,of RJ.imuthnl pi""'' plols (Figun'" 8-G 10 8-8). M()!.t 

nolireably, therf' is a more pronounc'lf'C1 pambolit• 1dtap<.~ lo tlw data pmnts for th(• 

d('('rcasl"S rnpldly ns thr angiC' :,:pread incr(·~ in the rntliation pattml m thr front 

,.....;,...r ~mplitude dn'!>Oif for both I he sinoulat<l!looodPI Md rt'RI R.\IPAs. B.k..,'<i on 
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rigun• X.IG; Control R.\IPA; Signalomplitwl•• (dBm) ""o fw1<tion of elevation angle. 
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Figlll1' 8-17: Tw••l R.\IPA: Signal amplitud• (dfim) a.. a fmw1inn of •IM-ation angle. 
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Modifed RMPA: Radiation Pattern in Elevation Plane 

-sst------------------------j 

~01~---------- -----------~ 

Angle Phi (degJ 

Figure 8-18: Modified RMPA: Signal amplitude (dBm) as a function of elevation 
angle. 

the numbers in this table, it can be seen that the elevation plane measurements tend to 

be flatter than the azimuthal plane measurements. There is good agreement between 

the simulated and actual measured data points on this matter. However, there is 

notably more radiation into the backplane for the elevation pattern measurements. 

This is somewhat evident in the rectangular plots and very identifiable in the polar 

plots. 

Similar to Figure 8-9, the traces of the control, tuned and modified RMPAs in 

Figure 8-19 show the same relationship at their respective peak values. The separation 

between the control, tuned and modified RMPAs is consistent with their modelled 

simulation results. 

Polar plots of the elevation plane radiation pattern measurements are in Figures 
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O,.llrol Tuned Modifiro 
Angle mod•·l IWPA I model RMPA mod(:f rL\!PA 
A:-.im. (dB) (d!lm) (dB) (d6m) (dOl (<10·~ 
-90' 22.6LG I U.S 22.61 12.8 22.317 11.6 
-45' J.82U 6 3.V42 3.6 3.81:1 3.2 
4ao 3700 4.6 3.748 3.6 3.813 2.8 
90' 22.6.'1:1 13.6 22.61 11.6 223-17 9.6 

Elev. 
90' 2.91<3 10.2 2 977 10 3 103 11.6 

1 -.as• 1.301 2W IA23 2.8 1.421 48 
45' 0.979 3.1 I. ().I() 3.~ 1.421 3,1 

90' 2.166 IIU 2 161 9.!> 3 103 8.8 

Tabl~ 8.1: lhWI\'l'<l runpmude dro[>-O!f rrorn rwak 

-----

• 
• • ·-v 

-,,,~~,·········,····'''' 
-~-

Figure 8-19: R.MPAs: Sigm•l lllllplitude (dDm) "'A (unctiou or ··lt•mt.ion angle. 
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Figure 8·20: Coulrol RUPA: Si~ual woplit.u<lf' (dOtu) l\l:i ~ fu1H'1ion of t'lrva.tiou anglo 
in J>OI...- roordinaws. 

pOI&.r plots. A contributing fn<'l.or of this raclifltiou might be til(• ol'i<'uta.tion for thr• 

ele\11tion J>l•u"' measuremml.,. 1 h• JlO!l-S)'mn>Mri<-..1 p!Arement of 11., R~fPAs for 

1~ mt'a.<~Jrtltl"niS coupl<'tl with the ground plane deficit at th• 1,..., of the fe<><l 

line <:omt~u·c'(t to the other thrt't' ~id<'R of the R~l PJ-\ lik.-.ly result in liOiiH' hnckplanc 

radiation_ IICJ\\'t''-"\'1' for thC' n)QHI part, tl~ rAdiAtion pattern for thr rlrvation plant" 

the ant('nlu~ mdintion occurs in thr fTont half pln.11C' l\lid the amount of bndc plan<' 

r3diat,ion Lq 11oticeably 1~. 
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figure S.21: 'fu.ned IU.1PA: SignAJ nmplitu<l<' (dDm) t'-'i n funttion of clrvnlion anp;lr 
in polar ooordimtl('>.. 
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Figure 8-22: ModifiNI 11MPA: Si~oud omplitud•• (dBru) "" n function of elevation 
w~e in JM,I•u- coordinaH . 
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8.2 Return loss and VSWR measurements 

This component of the RMPA testing was conducted at Superior Modular Products 

in North Carolina, USA. To measure the associated parameters of the reflection co

efficient: return loss and VSWR, the three RMPAs were connected to an Agilent 

E5070B Vector Network Analyzer. 

Measurements were made for each RMPA at various driving frequencies in the 

range of 1 MHz to 3 GHz. Although for the purposes of this work, only the measure

ments in the 800 MHz to 1 GHz range are presented and considered. 

8.2.1 Control RMPA results 

The actual measurements for the control RMPA are comparable to the simulation 

results for the control model in the sense that the plots are presented on a similar 

horizontal (frequency) scale. The simulation results in Figures 5-4 and 5-5 can be 

directly compared to real reflection coefficient related measurements in this section. 

Figure 8-23 is a plot of the real return loss for the control RMPA. The control RMPA 

resonates optimally at a frequency of 907 MHz at a level of -13.1 dB. In simulation, 

the control model has resonate frequency of 896 MHz at the -19.4 dB level. There is 

a frequency upshift of 11 MHz and a reduction of the level of resonance by 6.3 dB. 

Using Table 8.2 it is possible to calculate the frequency bandwidth for the fabri

cated control RMPA. Using equation (2.2), the bandwidth is determined to be 1.40%. 

This bandwidth is approximately 25% less than the 1.88% of the control RMPA in 
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fill''"' 8-23: C.•otml R.\IPA Ro•luno [..Q;s (dO) 1\.' a fuo..-hon of freqt•'fl<Y ( MH2) 

Fn>c:l\lt'IW). (.;\1Hz· lto·turo !.&;, d~ 
f)(MI -9.59-1 
!101 - -10.279 
'J()2 -10.987 
'10.1 -11.69'1 
f)(JI -12.3:11 
oos -12.905 
f)(IG -13.281 -~107 -13Al0 

~·~ -13.200 
OO'J 12.881 
UICI -12.315 
911 -11.6-t:l 
912 -10.926 
91:1 -10.205 -911 -9.497 

Table 8.2: 11!'41 return'""' ror coutrolll~IPA 
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Fn'<lll<'llcy :~I H,: I Ret 111'11 Lot., (dB] 
89-S -6.7,16 
896 -7.227 
018 ·7. 123 
019 -G.G~5 

Tablt" M.3: RcaJ rf'l l trn loss for control R~TPA Ctuality factor 

--· •• 

•• 

•• 
•• I_ 

·-... 
•• 

"imulatton. 

The qmtl iLy fll dor ror Lhc oontrol R~IPA hi ca.Jculntt-d using Tnble s.:J aud equa.t.lon 

(2.3). h ;,., detennir•'<l to ll<' Q = 39 0016. 'fbi, •'lllue OOIDJ...,...., to Q 3U99 [,., 

the con1 rol antenun in simuhu ion. Th<l higher quf\lity t!ignifiM that t he •WI.ual control 

VSVl R for t l•c control IU.JPJ\ it t Figure ij..2tl C".xhibi t .~t H simil1lt g4'ttcnll fl)'ll ltttctry to 

the simulated \'SWR for til<' ""'trol R~II'A lllOdel m F'rguno 1).5, Ho..,.wr, the .....U 

VS\~'Il rralizes fl!Uinimum or 1.543 OOiliiW.\Jed 1.2tl() ror the ~illtHiat.ed ('Otll.rol Rl\ IPA. 
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As well, the real VSWR values increase faster as the distance (frequency shift) from 

the minimum grows. These comparisons naturally agree with the inferior resonance 

level and bandwidth of the real control RMPA. 

Most importantly though, is that the upshift in frequency is significant enough 

such that the control RMPA is barely suitable for operation at the 900 MHz frequency. 

At this frequency the RMPA resonates at a level of -9.594 dB and has a VSWR 

of 1.991. Such values indicate that the control RMPA is a satisfactory device for 

operation at the 900 MHz frequency, although it only just meets specifications and 

may not be tolerant to variation in electrical properties. 

8.2.2 Tuned RMP A results 

The real measurements for the tuned RMPA compare to Figures 6-2 and 6-3. There 

is a general agreement with the simulation, but a similar resonant frequency pole shift 

and reduction in resonance level is encountered as was with the control RMPA. The 

actual return loss measurements for the tuned RMPA display a resonant frequency 

shift upwards to 917 MHz. The tuned RMPA resonates better than the control RMPA; 

it operates at -20.7 dB. Although in simulation, the tuned RMPA resonates optimally 

at the -28.1 dB level for an operating frequency of 899 MHz. There is an overall 

frequency upshift of 18 MHz and reduction in the level of resonance by 7.4 dB. 

The bandwidth for the tuned RMPA is calculated using Table 8.4 and equation 

(2.2). The actual tuned RMPA has a bandwidth of 1.58%. This is an improvement 
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fig~tn•ll-25: Tun"l RMPA: Retum L<l6s (dD) "'a ftut<IU>tl of frf't1uency (~1Hz). 

Frequency I ~IHzJ RMunt Loao l<ll)f 
909 -!}.5!).1 

910 ·10.606 
911 ·11.7g2 

912 13156 

913 11.775 

914 . IQ.OOI -
915 - 18. 7:!1 

916 ·20.451 

917 .2().700 

918 .H).2J.S -919 - 17.100 

920 ·15.21ti 

921 -13 i)(;7 

922 ·12.111 

923 · 10.9.1!1 

924 -91\97 I 

Tobit 8.4: Real return lot., fnt' tuo••i R~IPA 
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Frequency [ MHz] Return Loss [dB] 
905 -6.704 
906 -7.293 
927 -7.541 
928 -6.940 

Table 8.5: Real return loss for tuned RMPA quality factor 

over the control RMPA real bandwidth by approximately 13%. However, it falls 

short of the tuned RMPA simulated bandwidth by roughly the same amount of 13%. 

In terms of performance, independent of frequency, the tuned RMPA surpasses the 

control RMPA. The former has a superior level of resonance and larger bandwidth; 

however, the tuned RMPA experiences a greater frequency shift than the control 

RMPA compared to their respective simulation results. The tuned RMPA shift is 

7 MHz over its control RMPA counterpart. This is approximately a 64% increase in 

frequency shift. Perhaps the added geometrical complexity accounts for this increase 

in the frequency shift. 

Next, the quality factor for the tuned RMPA can be found using Table 8.5 and 

equation (2.3). The quality factor for the actual tuned RMPA is Q = 40.9417. This 

compares to a quality factor of Q = 36.434 for the tuned RMPA model in simulation. 

The real VSWR plot for the tuned RMPA in Figure 8-26 has a similar pattern 

as the simulated VSWR for the tuned RMPA model in Figure 6-3. There is a local 

minimum to the left of the global minimum. The minimum is 4.678 at 871 MHz and 

is lower than the simulated VSWR local minimum of 7.904 at 841 MHz. Notice that 

the frequency shift in the local minimum is not the same as the frequency shift of 
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Figure S.26: 'fun"<l RMPA: \'S\\'R..., a £unc-t1on of Cn•qucncy ( MH-.). 

llll" f:C)ollAl niinimum. It is a 30!\Hb ~hift corupar('C') lo lt!~1Hz. A J>Clflislble rea,';()u 

t hn.t LhiH tmsceptihility lo frt'() \I('Hty vn.riation •night nol lt·a.d to a.linf'nr •·rlntionship 

in thr horiront.al fn>quf"'w-y ~hift. lx1vi'('(·n t hf' simull\li<~n A.nd the actual ('("turn I~ 

meo. ... un·nwnts. As ~""f'll, it i." possiblr tiM~ f'R-4 may nCJf be of the ...am•• production 

batch, n:·wult lng in diff4'1't'l•t elcctri<.·~ l JlrOpcrties (,-, nrul hm J). 

At. d.e int.endM Opt'f&lion frt'(IIX'1~· of 900~1Hz., t)l(" huK'd R..\IPA iK unabJe to 

than t lw tontrol R~lPA. This notahly rontradicts l.ht• <'xpectatiom. ha.'if..•d on tit~ 

simul>llion results. Th•• tuned R.\IPA "'"""II"" o 3.8.36 \'S\\'R IUld -~ 636 dD IO\'Cl at 

~hf• 90() MHz freqt•••tu·y mark. Th~ vnluf~ do noL nlN't tlu• operationAIIIJM..,.ification 
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Figurr !!-27: ~hxllfied RMPA: Return L<lks (dB)'"' a ftm<"tion of fn:,quency ( \IH•)· 

8.2.3 Modified RMPA results 

6. Si111ilnrly to the previous parameter nwf~o.,urNuf'ul. l'irtlf for the control and tuned 

Rl\IPA~, lhl' tl('tunl measurements of Lh<' uloclifi<'d ll.MPA gt.•ut•rully agm~ w<'ll with 

t rrnd" in the~ .. illllJIAtiOII. sl hC'J'C is a oonsistency in lhr ovt•rt\.11 ~hA))4' ofth<' data. Also, 

• h<' i'tUU(~ g<·tK·ral UJJYo1U'd frequency shift ()('("Uft\, hul lo lUI ('\'\'11 grCBter extent in t.bb 

l'igurt' !!-27 dl:!plays the octU31 .,_"'""' n'tnm """' plot for thr modili"'l IL\IPA. 

lmnlNiiruf'l~.- nnlt• tllal AL 900 .:\fH.z the le\'\:'1 ol ~ll\ftnff "" - 17 t03 dB. Therefore, 
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Frequency [MHz] Return Loss [dB] 
968 -9.767 
969 -10.706 
970 -11.785 
971 -13.022 
972 -14.442 
973 -16.024 
974 -17.656 
975 -18.955 
976 -19.276 
977 -18.397 
978 -16.849 
979 -15.190 
980 -13.655 
981 -12.299 
982 -11.113 
983 -10.079 
984 -9.167 

Table 8.6: Real return loss for modifed RMPA- upper pole 

the modified RMPA build is suitable for operation at this frequency and appreciably 

surpasses the performance of the previous antenna builds. 

The upper pole at 976 MHz resonates at the -19.276 dB level. This compares to a 

-20.932 dB level at 939 MHz for the simulated return loss. Thus, there is a frequency 

upshift of 37 MHz for the upper pole coupled with only a minimal drop in resonance 

level of 1. 7 dB. The bandwidth for this higher frequency pole is calculated via Table 

8.6 and equation (2.2). The upper pole for the modified RMPA has a bandwidth 

of 1.52%. This is a marginal increase over the bandwidth for the upper pole in the 

simulation results which was 1.49%. 

The return loss points for the lower pole are in Table 8.7. The bandwidth for 
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Frequency [ MHz] Return Loss [dB] 
873 -9.372 
874 -10.478 
879 -18.457 
880 -19.215 
881 -18.576 
898 -16.253 
899 -17.302 
900 -17.403 
901 -16.360 
905 -10.274 
906 -9.168 

Table 8.7: Real return loss for modifed RMPA- lower pole 

this pole is calculated in a modified manner. Firstly, h and fu are determined to be 

h = 873.5678 MHz and fu = 905.2441 MHz. In the lower pole, there appear to be 

two peaks at 880 MHz and 900 MHz. For this reason, it is difficult to compare the 

measured results of the modified RMPA to the simulated results about the lower pole. 

An effort to rectify the actual and simulated measurements for this pole is made by 

using the centre frequency for the band in lieu of resonant frequency. The centre fre-

quency, fc, is employed in this instance unlike previous calculations which utilized the 

resonant frequency to determine the bandwidth because there is no definite resonant 

frequency for this band. That is fc replaces fr in equation (2.2) where 

1 f + fu- h 
Jc L 2 

(8.1) 

fu+h 
-

2 
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So 

therefore 

fc = 905.2441 ; 873.5678 = 889.4060 MHz, 

B = 905.2441 - 873.5678 = 0.0356. 
889.4060 

This 3.56% bandwidth is a notable improvement over the simulation result of 3.19 %. 

In the case of the lower pole from the simulated data for the modified RMP A (Figure 

7-4) it is possible to isolate two peaks. This was not done earlier because there is a 

much smaller spread in the frequency for that lower pole in the simulated return loss 

and replacing fr with fc is not that significant. If the two peaks of the lower pole 

are isolated then we have the first peak at a level of -22.079 dB for 856 MHz and a 

lower peak at the -24.204 dB level for 866 MHz. If these two peaks correspond to the 

880 MHz and 900 MHz peaks for the lower pole then we see there is a 24 MHz upshift 

and 2.864 dB drop for the first peak and a 34 MHz frequency shift and 6.801 dB drop 

in resonance. The centre frequency for the lower pole in simulation is 846.7 MHz (by 

way of equation (8.1) and the bandwidth calculations for this pole). Hence there is 

frequency upshift measuring 42.704 MHz 

In simulation for the modified RMPA, there is a frequency spread of 92.3 MHz be-

tween the upper pole's resonant frequency and the centre frequency for the lower pole. 

This compares to frequency spread of 86.59 MHz between the upper pole and lower 

pole centre frequency for the measured return loss. The frequency spread between the 
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lo<·~ll u.Lnima illl'I'Cases. 

8.2.4 Summary s tatistics 

Parnntt..'t.t.'T \'nlllt~ rehu .. .c•d to return lor;.-; from t-nnulativn and actual mea.-.•un:oen~ nre 

Tnble 8.8 ('OIIlains t lw rcsonanl.. (rrquen<')'t rt:'tunl lotiS level nt rrsonant fr('Quen<"y, 
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RMPA Control Tuned Modified 
Data Slm. actual Slm. actual sim. actual 
Pole low high low high 
fr ( MHz) 896 907 899 917 864 939 889.4 976 
RL (dB) -19.40 -13.41 -28.10 -20.70 -24.02 -20.93 rv -18 -19.28 

B 1.87% 1.40% 1.81% 1.58% 3.17% 1.49% 3.56% 1.52% 
Q 34.20 39.91 36.43 40.94 n/a nja nja n/a 

Table 8.8: Parameters of interest: simulation versus actual 

RMPA Control Tuned Modified 
Pole low high 
Freq. Shift 11MHz 18MHz 24 MHz I 34 MHz 37MHz 
Reduction 6.3 dB 7.4 dB 2.9 dB I 6.8 dB 1.7 dB 

Table 8.9: Frequency shifts and pole reductions 

bandwidth and quality factor for each RMPA model from the simulation and the 

actual post fabrication measurements. In the case of the actual measurements for 

the modified RMP A, the centre frequency replaces the resonant frequency and an 

approximate return loss level for the lower pole. Also, note that no quality factor is 

given for the modified RMPA in simulation and actual measurements for either the 

lower or higher poles. This is because the method of calculation employed for this 

parameter does not support the dual band nature of this MPA. 

Table 8.9 is a summary of Table 8.8 which captures the upward shift in frequency 

between the RMPA models in simulation and post fabrication. The table highlights 

the reduction in the level of resonance for the resonant poles pre and post fabrication 

as well. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

The original design criteria to fabricate a microstrip patch antenna with sufficient 

bandwidth to overcome manufacturing variability (En tan 6 and etching variance) and 

achieve a specified level of operability at a given frequency have been satisfied. This 

goal has been achieved in a cost effective manner by using only an inexpensive di

electric substrate material and without adding active hardware components to the 

fabricated MPA, but rather modifying a basic design with several coplanar design 

elements to affect impedance and thereby influence frequency bandwidth. This end 

goal was achieved using a course of simulation and one fabrication only. That is, 

there was no second revision component employed as part of satisfying specifications. 

Moreover, the novel modified design presented in this thesis performed comfortably 

according to specification, whereas the control MP A designed according to purely 

analytic means barely satisfied specification and the tuned antenna designed using 
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simulated frequency tuning methods did not achieve a suitable level of operability at 

the desired frequency. In terms of return loss, the modified RMPA is a noticeable 

improvement over the control RMPA and successfully satisfies the design goals. 

9.1 Summary 

The RMP As fabricated were determined to perform according to the generally ac

cepted radiation attributes for this type of antenna technology. The actual MPA 

radiation pattern measurements agree well with simulation predictions. Radiation 

through the ground is at acceptable levels and the fabricated RMPAs clearly display 

the characteristic radiation pattern of MPAs. Based on this component of the mea

surements it is possible to conclude that the MPA fabrication process at Memorial 

University of Newfoundland's Technical Services is fundamentally sound and capa

ble of producing quality MPA hardware builds that can satisfy basic specifications. 

Therefore, the facilities and resources on hand permit further MPA research. 

The consistency in peak radiation pattern for the control, tuned and modified 

RMPAs compared with their respective models and their relative drop off from peak 

values in terms of azimuthal and elevation plane measurements confirm the utility of 

simulation in predicting radiation pattern characteristics for RMPAs. Furthermore, 

the near perfect symmetries in the azimuthal plane measurements for all three RMPAs 

signify the quality of the radiation pattern measurements test configuration in the 

anechoic chamber environment. These latter results confirm the choice of transmitting 
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device at 900 MHz as a sensible option and verify the current quality of the Thermal 

Lab's anechoic chamber environment for test at this frequency. If there was significant 

energy reflection it likely would have been noticed in the azimuthal plane patterns. 

The directional nature of the transmission antenna may have masked some reflected 

energies, but not all. 

The return loss and VSWR measurements display a general trend toward a fre

quency upshift from simulation which was mentioned in the literature. In addition to 

this upshift, a slight increase (worsening) in the level of resonance for poles is sugges

tive that perhaps the dielectric substrate actually had Er < 4.4 and tan & < 0.02. The 

measurements confirm that each of MPA builds is operable (resonates at less than 

-10 dB) at some frequency in the 800 MHz to 1 GHz range. The measured return 

loss exhibited a nonlinear relationship in the frequency shift between simulation and 

actual results. This is not surprising given the dynamic nature of antenna design and 

the propensity of MPAs to be very reactive to even minor variations. In the case of 

most poles, there was also a minor drop in the measured level of resonance between 

simulation and the corresponding poles, post fabrication. 

Futhermore, this exercise confirms the utility of simulation as an MPA design tool. 

However, it was shown that an understanding of the physical nature of a problem is 

essential. In the context of this work, it was shown that improving a model via 

simulation can actually worsen the fabrication result. The control RMPA displayed 

greater functionality at the 900 MHz frequency than the tuned RMPA ( -9.59 dB 
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versus -4.64 dB). It is inadvisable to depend on simulation blindly for this type 

of work. Indeed, it was the expectation of some sort of frequency shifting and a 

subsequent splitting of the frequency band in simulation that resulted in a successful 

modified RMP A fabrication according to specification. A combination of simulation 

for electromagnetic behaviourial tendencies and experience results in the best overall 

design process. 

9.2 Original contributions 

The individual design elements employed to realize specifications are not novel; how

ever, combining both elements in the same MPA design is an original effort. The 

addition of the coupling strips separates the design of this thesis from the previous 

work of [10]. As well, study of the radiation patterns is not widely popular in the liter

ature because of a lack of access to an anechoic chamber resource and is an enriching 

aspect of this work. 

9.3 Recommendations 

Additional fabrication runs and revisions would permit an enhanced understanding of 

the MPA fabrication process. In this manner, one could loosely quantify an expected 

frequency shift range based on frequency and MPA design complexity. 

If time is a constraint in the manufacturing process then fabrication of several 
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versions of the same model with slight dimensional variation is a method to achieve 

satisfactory results. Developing a pre-qualification process to determine Er and tan r5 is 

advisable. Some, if only limited, foreknowledge of frequency shift quality coupled with 

simulation examination will allow a designer to vary model dimensions sufficiently for 

specification satisfaction. 

The Thermal Laboratory's anechoic chamber environment is an important re

source for study of antennas in the UHF band and above. An infrastructure invest

ment in this resource is required for maintenance. The acquisition of appropriate 

hardware capable of measuring MPA parameters is recommended in order to sustain 

and stimulate further research in this area. Currently, the in house hardware is only 

capable of examining radiation patterns up to 990 MHz only. 

A vector network analyzer is not available within Memorial University. There is 

no local capacity to measure the reflection coefficient and its associated parameters. 

That measurement component of the thesis was outsourced. 

9.4 Future work 

There are several concepts arising from this thesis which are available for further ex

amination and research. As mentioned in the recommendations, a better understand

ing of the post fabrication frequency shift is advisable. Exploration of the relationship 

between frequency and MPA design complexity can be undertaken immediately and 

could be done, so utilizing the resources used in this thesis. A quantitative assessment 
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of this shift would be a substantial contribution to the current body of MPA research. 

Establishing a comprehensive metric to measure MPA design complexity would be 

a valuable contribution and novel to the area. It may be possible to assign a numeric 

value or apply a grading scale to MPA configurations based on feed technique, and 

layering and geometrical considerations such as dimension, area and number of edges. 

A microscopic study of the physical MPA footprint and slight geometrical varia

tions resulting from etching orientation would be of interest. For instance, if etching 

is done perpendicular to an edge or parallel to an edge, then is there a measurable 

effect on MPA parameters? Also, a quantitative study of etching errors and their 

effect on resonance levels and frequency shifts would be novel. 
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Appendix A 

Simulation Results 

A.l Data 

A.l.l Control RMP A return loss 

F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.800 -0.53088 0.808 -0.58442 0.816 -0.65333 

0.801 -0.53690 0.809 -0.59209 0.817 -0.66332 

0.802 -0.54309 0.810 -0.60000 0.818 -0.67366 

0.803 -0.54947 0.811 -0.60817 0.819 -0.68438 

0.804 -0.55605 0.812 -0.61661 0.820 -0.69548 

0.805 -0.56282 0.813 -0.62533 0.821 -0.70700 

0.806 -0.56980 0.814 -0.63435 0.822 -0.71895 

0.807 -0.57700 0.815 -0.64368 0.823 -0.73135 
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F ( GHz) RL(dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL(dB) 

0.824 -0.74422 0.843 -1.12411 0.862 -2.12190 

0.825 -0.75759 0.844 -1.15471 0.863 -2.21337 

0.826 -0.77149 0.845 -1.18687 0.864 -2.31123 

0.827 -0.78594 0.846 -1.22070 0.865 -2.41605 

0.828 -0.80097 0.847 -1.25631 0.866 -2.52846 

0.829 -0.81662 0.848 -1.29384 0.867 -2.64915 

0.830 -0.83292 0.849 -1.33341 0.868 -2.77891 

0.831 -0.84990 0.850 -1.37517 0.869 -2.91858 

0.832 -0.86760 0.851 -1.41928 0.870 -3.06912 

0.833 -0.88606 0.852 -1.46591 0.871 -3.23160 

0.834 -0.90534 0.853 -1.51525 0.872 -3.40720 

0.835 -0.92546 0.854 -1.56749 0.873 -3.59725 

0.836 -0.94649 0.855 -1.62287 0.874 -3.80325 

0.837 -0.96848 0.856 -1.68163 0.875 -4.02687 

0.838 -0.99149 0.857 -1.74403 0.876 -4.26999 

0.839 -1.01557 0.858 -1.81036 0.877 -4.53476 

0.840 -1.04080 0.859 -1.88095 0.878 -4.82359 

0.841 -1.06725 0.860 -1.95613 0.879 -5.13924 

0.842 -1.09499 0.861 -2.03631 0.880 -5.48487 
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F ( GHz) RL(dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.881 -5.86410 0.901 -14.11702 0.921 -3.55291 

0.882 -6.28111 0.902 -12.87382 0.922 -3.37943 

0.883 -6.74078 0.903 -11.77308 0.923 -3.21874 

0.884 -7.24880 0.904 -10.80025 0.924 -3.06969 

0.885 -7.81189 0.905 -9.93851 0.925 -2.93124 

0.886 -8.43802 0.906 -9.17234 0.926 -2.80248 

0.887 -9.13671 0.907 -8.48838 0.927 -2.68257 

0.888 -9.91934 0.908 -7.87544 0.928 -2.57077 

0.889 -10.79943 0.909 -7.32415 0.929 -2.46639 

0.890 -11.79264 0.910 -6.82668 0.930 -2.36884 

0.891 -12.91577 0.911 -6.37642 0.931 -2.27755 

0.892 -14.18274 0.912 -5.96777 0.932 -2.19204 

0.893 -15.59193 0.913 -5.59597 0.933 -2.11185 

0.894 -17.09102 0.914 -5.25692 0.934 -2.03656 

0.895 -18.49675 0.915 -4.94707 0.935 -1.96581 

0.896 -19.40439 0.916 -4.66333 0.936 -1.89926 

0.897 -19.36398 0.917 -4.40303 0.937 -1.83658 

0.898 -18.40306 0.918 -4.16380 0.938 -1.77751 

0.899 -16.98785 0.919 -3.94355 0.939 -1.72179 

0.900 -15.50347 0.920 -3.74047 0.940 -1.66916 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.941 -1.61943 0.961 -1.01317 0.981 -0.75937 

0.942 -1.57238 0.962 -0.99518 0.982 -0.75094 

0.943 -1.52785 0.963 -0.97794 0.983 -0.74279 

0.944 -1.48565 0.964 -0.96139 0.984 -0.73491 

0.945 -1.44563 0.965 -0.94551 0.985 -0.72729 

0.946 -1.40766 0.966 -0.93025 0.986 -0.71992 

0.947 -1.37160 0.967 -0.91559 0.987 -0.71279 

0.948 -1.33732 0.968 -0.90151 0.988 -0.70589 

0.949 -1.30473 0.969 -0.88796 0.989 -0.69921 

0.950 -1.27370 0.970 -0.87492 0.990 -0.69274 

0.951 -1.24416 0.971 -0.86238 0.991 -0.68647 

0.952 -1.21600 0.972 -0.85030 0.992 -0.68040 

0.953 -1.18915 0.973 -0.83867 0.993 -0.67452 

0.954 -1.16352 0.974 -0.82746 0.994 -0.66882 

0.955 -1.13906 0.975 -0.81666 0.995 -0.66330 

0.956 -1.11568 0.976 -0.80624 0.996 -0.65794 

0.957 -1.09334 0.977 -0.79619 0.997 -0.65274 

0.958 -1.07197 0.978 -0.78649 0.998 -0.64770 

0.959 -1.05151 0.979 -0.77714 0.999 -0.64281 

0.960 -1.03193 0.980 -0.76810 1.000 -0.63806 
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A.1.2 Thned RMPA with coupling strips return loss 

F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL(dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.800 -0.54748 0.818 -0.78278 0.836 -1.80058 

0.801 -0.55659 0.819 -0.80489 0.837 -1.91143 

0.802 -0.56586 0.820 -0.82885 0.838 -2.01660 

0.803 -0.57535 0.821 -0.85489 0.839 -2.10745 

0.804 -0.58511 0.822 -0.88331 0.840 -2.17450 

0.805 -0.59517 0.823 -0.91443 0.841 -2.20967 

0.806 -0.60559 0.824 -0.94863 0.842 -2.20896 

0.807 -0.61641 0.825 -0.98635 0.843 -2.17403 

0.808 -0.62771 0.826 -1.02809 0.844 -2.11186 

0.809 -0.63952 0.827 -1.07444 0.845 -2.03242 

0.810 -0.65193 0.828 -1.12605 0.846 -1.94596 

0.811 -0.66499 0.829 -1.18364 0.847 -1.86090 

0.812 -0.67880 0.830 -1.24799 0.848 -1.78304 

0.813 -0.69342 0.831 -1.31986 0.849 -1.71573 

0.814 -0.70897 0.832 -1.39993 0.850 -1.66040 

0.815 -0.72555 0.833 -1.48863 0.851 -1.61725 

0.816 -0.74328 0.834 -1.58585 0.852 -1.58578 

0.817 -0.76230 0.835 -1.69063 0.853 -1.56515 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.854 -1.55444 0.873 -2.72906 0.892 -10.62105 

0.855 -1.55275 0.874 -2.87578 0.893 -11.77406 

0.856 -1.55930 0.875 -3.03596 0.894 -13.14445 

0.857 -1.57342 0.876 -3.21097 0.895 -14.81044 

0.858 -1.59459 0.877 -3.40240 0.896 -16.90128 

0.859 -1.62241 0.878 -3.61206 0.897 -19.64632 

0.860 -1.65661 0.879 -3.84201 0.898 -23.44534 

0.861 -1.69702 0.880 -4.09461 0.899 -28.10185 

0.862 -1.74358 0.881 -4.37260 0.900 -27.07148 

0.863 -1.79631 0.882 -4.67912 0.901 -22.41590 

0.864 -1.85533 0.883 -5.01784 0.902 -18.94314 

0.865 -1.92083 0.884 -5.39304 0.903 -16.40967 

0.866 -1.99309 0.885 -5.80979 0.904 -14.45943 

0.867 -2.07247 0.886 -6.27411 0.905 -12.89432 

0.868 -2.15940 0.887 -6.79329 0.906 -11.60079 

0.869 -2.25441 0.888 -7.37621 0.907 -10.50890 

0.870 -2.35812 0.889 -8.03398 0.908 -9.57272 

0.871 -2.47123 0.890 -8.78071 0.909 -8.76044 

0.872 -2.59456 0.891 -9.63480 0.910 -8.04910 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL(dB) 

0.911 -7.42149 0.930 -2.42315 0.949 -1.28398 

0.912 -6.86437 0.931 -2.32172 0.950 -1.25237 

0.913 -6.36729 0.932 -2.22728 0.951 -1.22237 

0.914 -5.92184 0.933 -2.13924 0.952 -1.19387 

0.915 -5.52116 0.934 -2.05705 0.953 -1.16678 

0.916 -5.15952 0.935 -1.98023 0.954 -1.14101 

0.917 -4.83216 0.936 -1.90835 0.955 -1.11649 

0.918 -4.53500 0.937 -1.84101 0.956 -1.09313 

0.919 -4.26458 0.938 -1.77784 0.957 -1.07087 

0.920 -4.01793 0.939 -1.71853 0.958 -1.04965 

0.921 -3.79246 0.940 -1.66278 0.959 -1.02939 

0.922 -3.58592 0.941 -1.61032 0.960 -1.01006 

0.923 -3.39637 0.942 -1.56091 0.961 -0.99158 

0.924 -3.22208 0.943 -1.51433 0.962 -0.97393 

0.925 -3.06153 0.944 -1.47038 0.963 -0.95705 

0.926 -2.91339 0.945 -1.42886 0.964 -0.94090 

0.927 -2.77648 0.946 -1.38961 0.965 -0.92544 

0.928 -2.64974 0.947 -1.35247 0.966 -0.91064 

0.929 -2.53224 0.948 -1.31730 0.967 -0.89645 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.968 -0.88286 0.979 -0.76475 0.990 -0.68722 

0.969 -0.86982 0.980 -0.75632 0.991 -0.68158 

0.970 -0.85731 0.981 -0.74821 0.992 -0.67614 

0.971 -0.84531 0.982 -0.74040 0.993 -0.67089 

0.972 -0.83379 0.983 -0.73287 0.994 -0.66582 

0.973 -0.82272 0.984 -0.72562 0.995 -0.66092 

0.974 -0.81209 0.985 -0.71863 0.996 -0.65618 

0.975 -0.80187 0.986 -0.71188 0.997 -0.65161 

0.976 -0.79204 0.987 -0.70538 0.998 -0.64719 

0.977 -0.78259 0.988 -0.69911 0.999 -0.64292 

0.978 -0.77350 0.989 -0.69306 1.000 -0.63880 
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A.1.3 Modified RMPA with coupling strips and impedance 

matching network return loss data 

F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.800 -0.97783 0.817 -1.66457 0.834 -3.81179 

0.801 -1.00317 0.818 -1.73057 0.835 -4.05761 

0.802 -1.02979 0.819 -1.80102 0.836 -4.32772 

0.803 -1.05780 0.820 -1.87632 0.837 -4.62521 

0.804 -1.08727 0.821 -1.95691 0.838 -4.95368 

0.805 -1.11832 0.822 -2.04326 0.839 -5.31731 

0.806 -1.15105 0.823 -2.13592 0.840 -5.72095 

0.807 -1.18557 0.824 -2.23550 0.841 -6.17027 

0.808 -1.22202 0.825 -2.34267 0.842 -6.67194 

0.809 -1.26053 0.826 -2.45819 0.843 -7.23382 

0.810 -1.30126 0.827 -2.58290 0.844 -7.86520 

0.811 -1.34437 0.828 -2.71776 0.845 -8.57708 

0.812 -1.39004 0.829 -2.86385 0.846 -9.38252 

0.813 -1.43848 0.830 -3.02240 0.847 -10.29695 

0.814 -1.48990 0.831 -3.19478 0.848 -11.33837 

0.815 -1.54454 0.832 -3.38257 0.849 -12.52695 

0.816 -1.60266 0.833 -3.58756 0.850 -13.88314 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.851 -15.42129 0.870 -14.60936 0.889 -4.15276 

0.852 -17.13175 0.871 -13.20107 0.890 -4.00427 

0.853 -18.93655 0.872 -11.99164 0.891 -3.87061 

0.854 -20.60912 0.873 -10.94727 0.892 -3.75054 

0.855 -21.75043 0.874 -10.04023 0.893 -3.64299 

0.856 -22.07889 0.875 -9.24816 0.894 -3.54704 

0.857 -21.79825 0.876 -8.55307 0.895 -3.46188 

0.858 -21.35801 0.877 -7.94037 0.896 -3.38683 

0.859 -21.07650 0.878 -7.39816 0.897 -3.32132 

0.860 -21.10465 0.879 -6.91663 0.898 -3.26486 

0.861 -21.50410 0.880 -6.48765 0.899 -3.21705 

0.862 -22.28004 0.881 -6.10443 0.900 -3.17758 

0.863 -23.32371 0.882 -5.76126 0.901 -3.14619 

0.864 -24.20431 0.883 -5.45332 0.902 -3.12271 

0.865 -24.05445 0.884 -5.17649 0.903 -3.10705 

0.866 -22.51531 0.885 -4.92729 0.904 -3.09915 

0.867 -20.32903 0.886 -4.70272 0.905 -3.09904 

0.868 -18.16829 0.887 -4.50020 0.906 -3.10683 

0.869 -16.25465 0.888 -4.31752 0.907 -3.12268 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.908 -3.14684 0.927 -6.43154 0.946 -10.31688 

0.909 -3.17962 0.928 -6.91673 0.947 -9.27736 

0.910 -3.22143 0.929 -7.47084 0.948 -8.38290 

0.911 -3.27276 0.930 -8.10633 0.949 -7.60737 

0.912 -3.33422 0.931 -8.83894 0.950 -6.93064 

0.913 -3.40652 0.932 -9.68877 0.951 -6.33688 

0.914 -3.49050 0.933 -10.68198 0.952 -5.81346 

0.915 -3.58715 0.934 -11.85300 0.953 -5.35013 

0.916 -3.69762 0.935 -13.24678 0.954 -4.93848 

0.917 -3.82327 0.936 -14.91778 0.955 -4.57150 

0.918 -3.96564 0.937 -16.90858 0.956 -4.24331 

0.919 -4.12656 0.938 -19.13088 0.957 -3.94897 

0.920 -4.30815 0.939 -20.93246 0.958 -3.68425 

0.921 -4.51290 0.940 -20.89068 0.959 -3.44553 

0.922 -4.74369 0.941 -19.01975 0.960 -3.22971 

0.923 -5.00392 0.942 -16.74202 0.961 -3.03412 

0.924 -5.29761 0.943 -14.69980 0.962 -2.85645 

0.925 -5.62948 0.944 -12.97864 0.963 -2.69468 

0.926 -6.00520 0.945 -11.53574 0.964 -2.54706 
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F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) F ( GHz) RL (dB) 

0.965 -2.41207 0.977 -1.41794 0.989 -0.98156 

0.966 -2.28837 0.978 -1.36801 0.990 -0.95699 

0.967 -2.17478 0.979 -1.32124 0.991 -0.93369 

0.968 -2.07027 0.980 -1.27738 0.992 -0.91156 

0.969 -1.97394 0.981 -1.23620 0.993 -0.89052 

0.970 -1.88498 0.982 -1.19749 0.994 -0.87051 

0.971 -1.80268 0.983 -1.16105 0.995 -0.85147 

0.972 -1.72641 0.984 -1.12672 0.996 -0.83332 

0.973 -1.65562 0.985 -1.09433 0.997 -0.81603 

0.974 -1.58979 0.986 -1.06374 0.998 -0.79953 

0.975 -1.52850 0.987 -1.03483 0.999 -0.78378 

0.976 -1.47133 0.988 -1.00747 1.000 -0.76874 
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A.2.3 Real and imaginary impedance 
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A.2.4 Far field radiation 
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A.2.5 Accepted gain 

Coni r"l 11MPA: 30 A<-<<·pl<'<l go in 

"1\onrd RMPA: 30 Arr<'J>tt<l gain 
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Appendix B 

Measurement Results 

B.l Return loss data 

B.l.l Control RMP A 

F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

800 -0.426 808 -0.464 816 -0.515 

801 -0.429 809 -0.470 817 -0.523 

802 -0.434 810 -0.475 818 -0.530 

803 -0.440 811 -0.480 819 -0.539 

804 -0.444 812 -0.489 820 -0.546 

805 -0.448 813 -0.496 821 -0.553 

806 -0.453 814 -0.501 822 -0.560 

807 -0.457 815 -0.508 823 -0.569 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

824 -0.578 843 -0.810 862 -1.329 

825 -0.586 844 -0.827 863 -1.375 

826 -0.595 845 -0.846 864 -1.421 

827 -0.606 846 -0.865 865 -1.470 

828 -0.611 847 -0.888 866 -1.524 

829 -0.622 848 -0.907 867 -1.581 

830 -0.634 849 -0.930 868 -1.642 

831 -0.640 850 -0.953 869 -1.706 

832 -0.654 851 -0.975 870 -1.773 

833 -0.664 852 -1.001 871 -1.846 

834 -0.676 853 -1.027 872 -1.923 

835 -0.688 854 -1.054 873 -2.005 

836 -0.700 855 -1.083 874 -2.094 

837 -0.712 856 -1.114 875 -2.188 

838 -0.727 857 -1.146 876 -2.289 

839 -0.742 858 -1.178 877 -2.396 

840 -0.759 859 -1.214 878 -2.512 

841 -0.773 860 -1.255 879 -2.634 

842 -0.791 861 -1.289 880 -2.770 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

881 -2.912 901 -10.279 921 -5.798 

882 -3.066 902 -10.987 922 -5.426 

883 -3.230 903 -11.692 923 -5.090 

884 -3.406 904 -12.351 924 -4.777 

885 -3.600 905 -12.905 925 -4.492 

886 -3.809 906 -13.281 926 -4.230 

887 -4.036 907 -13.410 927 -3.991 

888 -4.284 908 -13.266 928 -3.772 

889 -4.556 909 -12.881 929 -3.572 

890 -4.852 910 -12.315 930 -3.385 

891 -5.171 911 -11.643 931 -3.216 

892 -5.516 912 -10.926 932 -3.058 

893 -5.893 913 -10.205 933 -2.912 

894 -6.301 914 -9.497 934 -2.774 

895 -6.746 915 -8.841 935 -2.648 

896 -7.227 916 -8.218 936 -2.531 

897 -7.754 917 -7.648 937 -2.417 

898 -8.326 918 -7.123 938 -2.314 

899 -8.938 919 -6.645 939 -2.219 

900 -9.594 920 -6.202 940 -2.129 
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F (MHz) RL(dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

941 -2.042 961 -1.085 981 -0.744 

942 -1.963 962 -1.059 982 -0.735 

943 -1.888 963 -1.036 983 -0.726 

944 -1.816 964 -1.013 984 -0.715 

945 -1.756 965 -0.993 985 -0.706 

946 -1.690 966 -0.970 986 -0.698 

947 -1.631 967 -0.950 987 -0.689 

948 -1.577 968 -0.929 988 -0.681 

949 -1.521 969 -0.912 989 -0.674 

950 -1.474 970 -0.899 990 -0.665 

951 -1.426 971 -0.877 991 -0.657 

952 -1.383 972 -0.862 992 -0.649 

953 -1.343 973 -0.846 993 -0.648 

954 -1.305 974 -0.832 994 -0.634 

955 -1.268 975 -0.816 995 -0.628 

956 -1.234 976 -0.804 996 -0.623 

957 -1.202 977 -0.792 997 -0.616 

958 -1.172 978 -0.779 998 -0.611 

959 -1.141 979 -0.767 999 -0.604 

960 -1.112 980 -0.754 1000 -0.598 
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B.1.2 Tuned RMPA 

F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

800 -0.426 818 -0.532 836 -0.737 

801 -0.428 819 -0.539 837 -0.754 

802 -0.433 820 -0.549 838 -0.774 

803 -0.437 821 -0.557 839 -0.793 

804 -0.443 822 -0.566 840 -0.817 

805 -0.446 823 -0.576 841 -0.839 

806 -0.452 824 -0.585 842 -0.864 

807 -0.456 825 -0.594 843 -0.891 

808 -0.463 826 -0.604 844 -0.919 

809 -0.469 827 -0.616 845 -0.949 

810 -0.475 828 -0.626 846 -0.980 

811 -0.480 829 -0.637 847 -1.015 

812 -0.487 830 -0.651 848 -1.051 

813 -0.496 831 -0.663 849 -1.092 

814 -0.501 832 -0.677 850 -1.135 

815 -0.507 833 -0.690 851 -1.183 

816 -0.515 834 -0.705 852 -1.234 

817 -0.525 835 -0.720 853 -1.293 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

854 -1.355 873 -3.632 892 -2.965 

855 -1.425 874 -3.486 893 -3.101 

856 -1.504 875 -3.313 894 -3.257 

857 -1.594 876 -3.137 895 -3.431 

858 -1.692 877 -2.971 896 -3.623 

859 -1.802 878 -2.822 897 -3.839 

860 -1.932 879 -2.696 898 -4.078 

861 -2.067 880 -2.597 899 -4.341 

862 -2.226 881 -2.520 900 -4.636 

863 -2.404 882 -2.467 901 -4.960 

864 -2.598 883 -2.436 902 -5.323 

865 -2.809 884 -2.427 903 -5.731 

866 -3.032 885 -2.438 904 -6.188 

867 -3.253 886 -2.464 905 -6.704 

868 -3.456 887 -2.507 906 -7.293 

869 -3.624 888 -2.568 907 -7.956 

870 -3.732 889 -2.644 908 -8.719 

871 -3.772 890 -2.736 909 -9.594 

872 -3.733 891 -2.840 910 -10.606 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

911 -11.782 930 -5.937 949 -2.026 

912 -13.156 931 -5.516 950 -1.941 

913 -14.775 932 -5.138 951 -1.865 

914 -16.664 933 -4.797 952 -1.793 

915 -18.734 934 -4.489 953 -1.726 

916 -20.451 935 -4.208 954 -1.663 

917 -20.700 936 -3.954 955 -1.602 

918 -19.235 937 -3.721 956 -1.550 

919 -17.190 938 -3.507 957 -1.499 

920 -15.246 939 -3.314 958 -1.452 

921 -13.567 940 -3.134 959 -1.407 

922 -12.144 941 -2.970 960 -1.362 

923 -10.939 942 -2.817 961 -1.321 

924 -9.897 943 -2.676 962 -1.284 

925 -9.003 944 -2.547 963 -1.248 

926 -8.221 945 -2.432 964 -1.214 

927 -7.541 946 -2.317 965 -1.182 

928 -6.940 947 -2.213 966 -1.151 

929 -6.409 948 -2.116 967 -1.123 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F ( MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

968 -1.093 979 -0.866 990 -0.740 

969 -1.069 980 -0.857 991 -0.730 

970 -1.048 981 -0.842 992 -0.720 

971 -1.021 982 -0.827 993 -0.717 

972 -0.997 983 -0.816 994 -0.704 

973 -0.977 984 -0.803 995 -0.696 

974 -0.957 985 -0.791 996 -0.688 

975 -0.936 986 -0.781 997 -0.681 

976 -0.919 987 -0.769 998 -0.673 

977 -0.903 988 -0.758 999 -0.667 

978 -0.887 989 -0.751 1000 -0.660 
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B.1.3 Modified RMPA 

F (MHz) RL (dB) F ( MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

800 -0.352 817 -0.511 834 -0.844 

801 -0.358 818 -0.526 835 -0.877 

802 -0.365 819 -0.537 836 -0.908 

803 -0.373 820 -0.552 837 -0.942 

804 -0.380 821 -0.567 838 -0.978 

805 -0.386 822 -0.583 839 -1.017 

806 -0.395 823 -0.600 840 -1.059 

807 -0.404 824 -0.618 841 -1.103 

808 -0.412 825 -0.635 842 -1.152 

809 -0.421 826 -0.653 843 -1.202 

810 -0.430 827 -0.674 844 -1.255 

811 -0.441 828 -0.695 845 -1.313 

812 -0.452 829 -0.715 846 -1.373 

813 -0.463 830 -0.739 847 -1.439 

814 -0.474 831 -0.764 848 -1.510 

815 -0.484 832 -0.789 849 -1.586 

816 -0.499 833 -0.816 850 -1.667 
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F (MHz) RL(dB) F (MHz) RL(dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

851 -1.755 870 -6.880 889 -10.579 

852 -1.852 871 -7.601 890 -10.448 

853 -1.957 872 -8.419 891 -10.491 

854 -2.067 873 -9.372 892 -10.712 

855 -2.193 874 -10.478 893 -11.115 

856 -2.326 875 -11.755 894 -11.721 

857 -2.474 876 -13.239 895 -12.543 

858 -2.637 877 -14.939 896 -13.610 

859 -2.817 878 -16.788 897 -14.887 

860 -3.016 879 -18.457 898 -16.253 

861 -3.232 880 -19.215 899 -17.302 

862 -3.474 881 -18.576 900 -17.403 

863 -3.748 882 -17.112 901 -16.360 

864 -4.052 883 -15.532 902 -14.744 

865 -4.393 884 -14.137 903 -13.077 

866 -4.779 885 -12.986 904 -11.572 

867 -5.213 886 -12.076 905 -10.274 

868 -5.701 887 -11.382 906 -9.168 

869 -6.251 888 -10.887 907 -8.229 
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F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

908 -7.426 927 -2.596 946 -2.813 

909 -6.745 928 -2.549 947 -2.894 

910 -6.162 929 -2.510 948 -2.985 

911 -5.659 930 -2.478 949 -3.084 

912 -5.226 931 -2.453 950 -3.198 

913 -4.848 932 -2.436 951 -3.327 

914 -4.517 933 -2.423 952 -3.467 

915 -4.231 934 -2.416 953 -3.624 

916 -3.978 935 -2.416 954 -3.798 

917 -3.755 936 -2.419 955 -3.992 

918 -3.554 937 -2.428 956 -4.206 

919 -3.388 938 -2.444 957 -4.441 

920 -3.234 939 -2.466 958 -4.701 

921 -3.102 940 -2.493 959 -4.990 

922 -2.987 941 -2.529 960 -5.315 

923 -2.890 942 -2.572 961 -5.669 

924 -2.796 943 -2.621 962 -6.067 

925 -2.719 944 -2.676 963 -6.516 

926 -2.652 945 -2.743 964 -7.017 
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F (MHz) RL(dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) F (MHz) RL (dB) 

965 -7.582 977 -18.397 989 -5.993 

966 -8.224 978 -16.849 990 -5.546 

967 -8.943 9'79 -15.190 991 -5.145 

968 -9.767 980 -13.655 992 -4.783 

969 -10.706 981 -12.299 993 -4.457 

970 -11.785 982 -11.113 994 -4.158 

971 -13.022 983 -10.079 995 -3.887 

972 -14.442 984 -9.167 996 -3.641 

973 -16.024 985 -8.371 997 -3.417 

974 -17.656 986 -7.668 998 -3.210 

975 -18.955 987 -7.043 999 -3.023 

976 -19.276 988 -6.489 1000 -2.850 
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B.2 Radiation pattern data 

B.2.1 Control RMPA azimuthal data 

<I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. 

180 -89.4 90 -79.2 0 -65.8 -90 -81.4 

175 -89.4 85 -78.0 -5 -65.6 -95 -83.2 

170 -89.4 80 -76.8 -10 -66.0 -100 -84.8 

165 -89.4 75 -76.8 -15 -66.4 -105 -85.0 

160 -89.2 70 -75.6 -20 -67.0 -110 -85.6 

155 -88.8 65 -75.8 -25 -67.6 -115 -87.0 

150 -89.0 60 -73.0 -30 -68.6 -120 -87.2 

145 -88.2 55 -71.8 -35 -69.4 -125 -87.8 

140 -88.2 50 -71.0 -40 -70.6 -130 -88.2 

135 -87.8 45 -70.2 -45 -71.6 -135 -88.6 

130 -87.2 40 -69.4 -50 -72.8 -140 -89.6 

125 -86.6 35 -68.4 -55 -73.0 -145 -90.0 

120 -86.2 30 -67.8 -60 -74.2 -150 -90.2 

115 -85.6 25 -67.2 -65 -74.6 -155 -90.8 

110 -84.6 20 -66.8 -70 -75.4 -160 -91.0 

105 -83.4 15 -66.4 -75 -76.2 -165 -90.8 

100 -82.2 10 -66.0 -80 -77.8 -170 -90.6 

95 -80.8 5 -65.8 -85 -79.4 -175 -90.4 
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B.2.2 Tuned RMPA azimuth data 

<I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. 

180 -90.0 90 -77.0 0 -65.4 -90 -78.2 

175 -90.0 85 -76.0 -5 -66.2 -95 -79.4 

170 -89.6 80 -74.8 -10 -66.2 -100 -80.6 

165 -89.4 75 -74.0 -15 -66.2 -105 -82.4 

160 -89.0 70 -73.2 -20 -66.6 -110 -83.6 

155 -88.4 65 -72.2 -25 -67.0 -115 -84.4 

150 -88.0 60 -71.4 -30 -67.4 -120 -85.4 

145 -87.4 55 -70.4 -35 -67.8 -125 -86.2 

140 -86.6 50 -69.8 -40 -68.4 -130 -86.6 

135 -86.2 45 -69.0 -45 -69.0 -135 -87.2 

130 -85.0 40 -68.2 -50 -70.2 -140 -87.6 

125 -84.4 35 -67.6 -55 -70.8 -145 -88.4 

120 -83.6 30 -67.0 -60 -71.6 -150 -89.2 

115 -82.6 25 -66.6 -65 -72.6 -155 -89.6 

110 -81.6 20 -66.2 -70 -73.4 -160 -90.2 

105 -80.4 15 -65.8 -75 -74.6 -165 -89.6 

100 -79.4 10 -65.6 -80 -75.4 -170 -90.0 

95 -78.2 5 -65.4 -85 -76.8 -175 -90.0 
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B.2.3 Modified RMPA azimuth data 

<P Amp. <P Amp. <P Amp. <P Amp. 

180 -90.8 90 -78.8 0 -69.2 -90 -80.8 

175 -90.6 85 -78.0 -5 -69.4 -95 -82.2 

170 -90.6 80 -76.8 -10 -69.6 -100 -83.6 

165 -90.2 75 -76.0 -15 -69.8 -105 -85.0 

160 -89.2 70 -75.0 -20 -70.2 -110 -85.6 

155 -88.6 65 -74.4 -25 -70.4 -115 -87.2 

150 -88.6 60 -73.8 -30 -70.8 -120 -87.8 

145 -88.0 55 -73.2 -35 -71.4 -125 -88.4 

140 -87.6 50 -72.6 -40 -72.0 -130 -89.2 

135 -87.2 45 -72.0 -45 -72.4 -135 -90.4 

130 -86.8 40 -71.6 -50 -73.0 -140 -90.6 

125 -85.8 35 -71.0 -55 -73.6 -145 -90.8 

120 -85.0 30 -70.6 -60 -74.4 -150 -91.0 

115 -84.0 25 -70.2 -65 -75.2 -155 -90.8 

110 -83.0 20 -69.8 -70 -76.2 -160 -91.0 

105 -82.2 15 -69.6 -75 -77.0 -165 -90.8 

100 -80.8 10 -69.4 -80 -78.2 -170 -90.8 

95 -79.8 5 -69.2 -85 -79.4 -175 -90.8 
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B.2.4 Control RMP A elevation data 

<I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. 

180 -77.4 90 -71.8 0 -61.4 -90 -71.6 

175 -77.6 85 -70.8 -5 -61.4 -95 -72.4 

170 -78.0 80 -69.8 -10 -61.6 -100 -73.4 

165 -78.6 75 -68.8 -15 -61.8 -105 -74.6 

160 -79.6 70 -67.8 -20 -62.0 -110 -75.6 

155 -81.2 65 -67.2 -25 -62.4 -115 -76.8 

150 -82.6 60 -66.4 -30 -62.8 -120 -78.2 

145 -83.8 55 -65.8 -35 -63.0 -125 -79.2 

140 -84.0 50 -65.2 -40 -63.8 -130 -80.4 

135 -83.0 45 -64.8 -45 -64.2 -135 -81.4 

130 -81.4 40 -64.0 -50 -65.0 -140 -82.0 

125 -79.8 35 -63.4 -55 -65.6 -145 -81.6 

120 -77.6 30 -63.0 -60 -66.4 -150 -80.6 

115 -76.4 25 -62.4 -65 -67.0 -155 -79.8 

110 -75.4 20 -62.0 -70 -67.8 -160 -78.8 

105 -74.2 15 -61.8 -75 -68.6 -165 -78.2 

100 -73.4 10 -61.6 -80 -69.6 -170 -77.6 

95 -72.4 5 -61.4 -85 -70.6 -175 -77.4 
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B.2.5 Tuned RMPA elevation data 

<P Amp. <P Amp. <P Amp. <P Amp. 

180 -79.2 90 -71.4 0 -61.6 -90 -71.6 

175 -79.6 85 -70.8 -5 -61.6 -95 -72.4 

170 -80.6 80 -69.6 -10 -61.8 -100 -73.4 

165 -82.0 75 -69.2 -15 -62.0 -105 -74.6 

160 -83.0 70 -68.6 -20 -62.2 -110 -75.6 

155 -83.8 65 -67.6 -25 -62.4 -115 -76.6 

150 -83.8 60 -67.0 -30 -62.8 -120 -77.8 

145 -83.6 55 -66.2 -35 -63.4 -125 -79.2 

140 -82.0 50 -65.6 -40 -64.0 -130 -80.2 

135 -80.2 45 -65.0 -45 -64.4 -135 -80.6 

130 -78.6 40 -64.6 -50 -65.0 -140 -80.6 

125 -77.2 35 -64.0 -55 -65.4 -145 -80.4 

120 -76.0 30 -63.6 -60 -66.2 -150 -80.2 

115 -75.2 25 -63.0 -65 -67.0 -155 -79.2 

110 -74.2 20 -62.6 -70 -67.6 -160 -78.6 

105 -73.8 15 -62.0 -75 -68.6 -165 -78.4 

100 -72.6 10 -61.8 -80 -69.8 -170 -78.2 

95 -72.0 5 -61.8 -85 -70.6 -175 -78.6 
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B.2.6 Modified RMPA elevation data 

<I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. <I> Amp. 

180 -86.0 90 -75.2 0 -66.4 -90 -78.0 

175 -86.2 85 -74.8 -5 -68.2 -95 -79.8 

170 -87.2 80 -74.0 -10 -68.4 -100 -80.4 

165 -87.0 75 -73.6 -15 -68.6 -105 -81.4 

160 -86.8 70 -73.0 -20 -68.8 -110 -82.0 

155 -86.4 65 -72.0 -25 -69.2 -115 -83.4 

150 -86.2 60 -71.4 -30 -69.8 -120 -84.4 

145 -86.6 55 -71.0 -35 -70.2 -125 -85.8 

140 -84.6 50 -70.2 -40 -70.6 -130 -87.0 

135 -83.0 45 -69.8 -45 -71.2 -135 -88.2 

130 -81.6 40 -69.2 -50 -72.0 -140 -88.6 

125 -80.6 35 -68.4 -55 -72.4 -145 -88.6 

120 -79.4 30 -67.8 -60 -73.2 -150 -88.0 

115 -78.6 25 -67.6 -65 -73.8 -155 -87.0 

110 -77.8 20 -67.2 -70 -74.4 -160 -87.0 

105 -77.2 15 -67.0 -75 -75.2 -165 -86.8 

100 -76.6 10 -66.8 -80 -76.0 -170 -86.4 

95 -75.8 5 -66.6 -85 -76.8 -175 -86.4 
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Appendix C 

MATLAB Code 

C.l RMPA dimensions 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% garg.m 

% 

% script prompts user to enter design specifications 

% for a rectangular microstrip patch antenna using 

% design procedures from Antenna Theory (Balanis) 

% Microstrip Antenna Design Handbook (Garg, et. al.) 

% 

%by Ron Lewis (10/11/06) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% user defined specs 

% 

fr=input('desired resonant frequency (MHz) >'); 

e _ r=input('substrate dielectric constant > '); 

h=input('substrate height (mm) >'); 

% 

% constants: permittivity of free space 

% permeability of free space 

% wavelength in freespace 

%frequency in Hz 

% 

epsilon0=8.854*10~ ( -12); 

mu0=4 *pi* 10 ~ (-7); 

lambda= 1/ ( epsilonO*muO*fr); 

f=fr*10~6; 

% 

% calculate width of patch element 

% 

W =1/ (2*f*sqrt(muO*epsilon0) )*sqrt(2/ ( e _ r+ 1)); 

% 

% calculate effective dielectric constant for antenna 
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% 

e _re=(e _ r+ 1)/2 + ( e _r-1)/2*(1 + 12*h/W)A (-.5); 

% 

%calculate xi parameters 

% 

x1=0.434907* ( (e_reA0.81+0.26) /(e_reA0.81-0.189) ) * 

( ( (W /h) A0.8544+0.236) I ( (W /h) A0.8544+0.87) ) 

x2=1+ ( ((W /h)A0.371 )/(2.358*e_r+1) ) 

x3=1+( (0.5274*(atan(0.084*(W/ht(L9413/x2) ))) / (e_reA0.9236)) 

x4=1 +0.0377*atan(0.067*( (W /h)A 1.456) )*(6-5*exp(0.036*(1-e _ r)) ) 

x5=1-0.218*exp(-7.5*(W /h)) 

% 

% calculate additional length due to fringing 

% 

DeltaL=h*((x1 *x3*x5)/x4) 

L= 1/ (2*f*sqrt( e _ re)*sqrt(muO*epsilonO) )-2*DeltaL 

% 

%end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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C.2 Feed line dimensions 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% feed.m 

% 

% script prompts user to enter design specifications 

%for a microstrip feed for a RMPA using procedures 

% from Microwave Engineering (Pozar) 

% 

%by Ron Lewis (10/12/06) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% user defined specs 

% 

fr=input('desired resonant frequency (MHz) >'); 

er=input('substrate dielectric constant >'); 

h=input('substrate height (mm) >'); 

ZO=input('impedance > '); 

% 

% constants: freespace speed of light 

% frequency in Hz% 

% wave number 

% 
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c=2.998*10~8; 

f-fr*10~6; 

k0=2*pi*flc; 

% 

%calculates microstrip feed line length and width 

% prompt user to estimate ratio W lh 

if input('\nls the ratio W lh greater than two?(y,n)\n?','s')=='y' 

B=377*pil ( 2*ZO*sqrt( er)); 

w=h*(2lpi)*(B-1-log(2*B-1 )+( ( er-1) I (2*er) )*(log(B-1 )+.39-.611 er)); 

width=w 

else 

A=ZOI60*sqrt( ( er+ 1 )12)+ ( er-1) I ( er+ 1 )*( .23+.111 er ); 

w=h*(8*exp(A))I(exp(2* A)-2); 

width=w 

end 

% 

% effective dielectric constant 

% 

ere=(er+1)12 + (er-1)12*(1+12*h/w)~(-.5); 

% 

% determine length in millimeters 
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% 

length=pi/2*1/ (sqrt( ere)*k0)*1000 

% 

%end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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C.3 Impedance matching network 

C.3.1 M-script 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% match.m 

% 

%Impedance Matching Network Developer for single feed MPA 

% 

% script prompts user to enter MPA parameters and 

%returns impedances for an-resonator Chebychev network 

%based on "An Impedance-Matching Technique for Increasing 

%the Bandwidth of Microstrip Antennas (Pues and Van de Capelle) 

% 

%by Ron Lewis (10/01/06) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% user given antenna model parameters 

% 

fr=input('Enter the resonant frequency> '); 

RO=input('Enter the resonant antenna resistance > '); 

Q=input('Enter the quality factor > '); 

Z0=50; 
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% 

%Designer choices 

% 

n=input('Enter the order of the matching network > '); 

B=input('Enter a bandwidth improvement factor as a percentage>'); 

% 

%Network parameter calculation 

% 

Alpha=tan(pi/2*B); 

delta=pi/ ( 2* Alpha*Q); 

% 

% gi parameters from definition and lookup table 

% 

gO=l; 

gl=l/(delta); 

% 

n 

delta 

% 

g2=input('Enter g2 based on n and delta > '); 

g3=input('Enter g3 based on n and delta > '); 
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g4=input('Enter g4 based on nand delta>'); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% calculation of J "admittance inverters, Y characteristic admittance, and 

% Z characteristic impedance based on a series resonant model or a parallel 

% resonant model 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

Gamma=tan(pil 4 *B); 

% 

a2=1; 

% 

a3=1; 

% 

if input('\nls the matching network based 

on a series resonant model?(y,n)\n?','s')=='y' 

Zcl=(pi)I2*(ROIQ); 

Y c2=g2 I (Alpha *RO); 

Yc3=Yc2; 

J23=(Alpha)*sqrt( (Y c2*Y c3) I (g2*g3) ); 

J34=sqrt( (Alpha*Y c3) I (g3*g4*ZO) ); 

Y23c=J23*cos(pil 4 *B); 
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Y34c=J34 *cos(pil 4 *B); 

Yyc2=(Yc2*Alpha-(Y23c)*Gamma)*((a2-Gamma~2)1((1+a2)*Gamma)); 

Yyc3=(Yc3*Alpha-(Y23c+Y34c)*Gamma)*((a3-Gamma~2)/((1+a3)*Gamma)); 

end 

if input('\nls the matching network based on a parallel model?(y,n)\n?','s')=='y' 

trace=input('Select an impedance for the centre interconnecting feed segment>'); 

dummy=sqrt(g2*g3)*(1ltrace) I (Alpha *cos( (pi/ 4)*B) ); 

Yc2=dummy; 

Yc3=Yc2; 

Zcl=Q*(21 (pi) )*RO; 

J12=sqrt( (Alpha*Y c2)1 (RO*g2) ); 

b=1; 

J23= (Alpha) *sqrt ( (Y c2*Y c3) I (g2*g3)); 

J34=sqrt( (Alpha*Y c3)1 (g3*g4 *ZO) ); 

Y12c=J12*cos(pi/4*B); 

Y23c=J23*cos(pil 4 *B); 

Y34c=J34*cos(pii4*B); 

Yyc2=(Yc2*Alpha-(Y12c+Y23c)*Gamma)*((a2-Gamma~2)1((1+a2)*Gamma)); 

Yyc3=(Y c3* Alpha-(Y23c+ Y34c)*Gamma)*((a3-Gamma ~2)1( (1 +a3)*Gamma) ); 

end 

% 
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% calculate impedances from admittances 

% 

Y yyc2=a2*Y yc2; 

Yyyc3=a3*Yyc3; 

Z12c=1/Y12c 

Z23c=1/Y23c 

Z34c=1/Y34c 

Zzc2=1/Yyc2 

Zzzc2=1 /Y yyc2 

Zzc3= 1 /Y yc3 

Zzzc3= 1 /Y yyc3 

% 

%end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

C.3.2 Running M-script 

Using Toolbox Path Cache. Type "help toolbox_path_cache" for more info. 

To get started, select "MATLAB Help" from the Help menu. 

>>sample 

Enter the resonant frequency > 900 

Enter the resonant antenna resistance > 47.59 
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Enter the quality factor > 36.4344 

Enter the order of the matching network >3 

Enter a bandwidth improvement factor as a percentage >.1 

n =3 

delta =0.2722 

Enter g2 based on n and delta > .484 

Enter g3 based on nand deha >2.31 

Enter g4 based on n and delta > .365 

Is the matching network based on a series resonant model?(y,n) 

?n 

Is the matching network based on a parallel model?(y,n) 

?y 

Select an impedance for the centre interconnecting feed segment > 130 

Z12c =53.2977 

Z23c =130 

Z34c =72.1050 

Zzc2 =26.0640 

Zzzc2 =26.0640 

Zzc3 =24.5105 

Zzzc3 =24.5105 
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